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Fine Gael TD
Bailey is suing
top hotel after
she fell off swing
Cormac McQuinn

POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

FINE GAEL TD Maria Bailey
has taken a personal injury
legal action against a wellknown Dublin hotel, the Irish
Independent can reveal.
Ms Bailey, who represents
Dún Laoghaire, is suing the
Dean Hotel on Harcourt Street
for an alleged incident involving a swing that took place
before she became a TD.
It is understood that the
claim relates to an alleged fall
from an internal swing at the
hotel, which happened while
Ms Bailey was visiting the
hotel with friends.
It is believed that she will
claim negligence on the part
of the hotel, which is defending the claims.
The revelation comes at a
time when there is a sharp
political focus on personal
injury claims and spiralling
insurance costs.
It is understood the alleged
incident involved a fall that
occurred in 2015.
Ms Bailey was a councillor
representing the Killiney/Ballybrack ward of Dún Laoghaire
County Council at the time.
The case is listed among
motions due to come before
the Circuit Court County Registrar today.
It is recorded as “Maria Bailey Ryan v Holtend Limited
trading as The Dean Hotel”.
Ms Bailey’s husband’s name
is James Ryan.
The maximum payout for
successful personal injury
actions in the Circuit Court
is €60,000. Ms Bailey refused
to comment on the case when
she was contacted last night.
A spokesperson for the
Dean Hotel also declined to

comment. The trendy hotel
was chosen for a high-profile
launch of policy priorities by
Simon Coveney during his
battle against Leo Varadkar
for the Fine Gael leadership in
May 2017.
Ms Bailey, who was a strong
supporter of Mr Coveney’s bid
to succeed then Taoiseach
Enda Kenny, was present at
that event.
Another Fine Gael TD, Kate
O’Connell, acted as MC at the
launch where she joked that
many of those present might
be more familiar with the surroundings during the hours of
darkness.
Ms Bailey is the chairperson
of the Oireachtas Housing
Committee and a close ally
of Mr Coveney. She was first
elected as a TD in the 2016
general election. She was a
councillor for 12 years before
winning her Dáil seat.
Her father, John Bailey, is
an out-going Dún Laoghaire
Rathdown councillor, who
is seeking re-election in this
week’s vote.
The Dean Hotel was opened
in late 2014 after the Harcourt
Street building was given a
€5.5m overhaul.
Ms Bailey is not the only Fine
Gael TD to take a personal
injury legal action in recent
years.
In 2018, Dublin Fingal TD
Alan Farrell was awarded
€2,500 in damages. His action
followed a collision with a
rental van that left him with
minor injuries. The accident
occurred when a woman in a
Hertz rental van took her foot
off the brake when a spider ran
across her arm, frightening
her while driving and causing
her vehicle to roll into the back
of his Audi.

Coveney offers help to find climber
David Young
THE Government will offer
any support it can to efforts
to find a missing climber
on Mount Everest, Tánaiste
Simon Coveney said.
Seamus ‘Shay’ Lawless, from
Bray, Co Wicklow, fell as he
descended the peak on Thursday having just achieved a lifetime ambition of reaching the
summit.
Mr Coveney said he had
spoken to Mr Lawless’s wife
Pamela several times over the
weekend and had discussed

how the authorities could help.
“We are willing to offer any
support we can, either financial or organisational, she
knows that,” he told RTÉ.
The Trinity College professor’s family has launched a
fundraising campaign to help
finance expensive search and
recovery efforts.
His relatives, who said Mr
Lawless’s insurers were not
assisting in the search, have
set up a GoFundMe page with
a target of raising €750,000. It
had raised €215,000 in a little
over 36 hours.

Talking
politics:
Fine Gael
TDs Maria
Bailey (left)
and Kate
O’Connell
with Tánaiste
Simon
Coveney at
the Dean
Hotel, Dublin
in 2017.
PHOTO: GARETH
CHANEY
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TD who fell off swing wasn’t holding on properly, hotel claims
Shane Phelan

LEGAL AFFAIRS EDITOR

Deputy
Maria
Bailey
is suing
the
Dean
Hotel

A FINE Gael TD was holding
items in both her hands when
she fell out of a swing, a hotel
she is suing claims.
Maria Bailey (43) has sued
the Dean Hotel in Dublin for

damages of up to €60,000 over
injuries she alleges she suffered to her head, back and hip.
The Dún Laoghaire TD says
she fell backwards out of an
indoor swing while having her
photo taken during a night out
with friends in 2015.
In circuit court proceedings,

she has accused the hotel of
negligence, saying the swing
was “unsupervised” and there
were no signs telling patrons
how to safely use it.
Ms Bailey claims she can no
longer sit or stand for long
periods without experiencing
pain or discomfort. She also

says she used to run 70km a
week before the incident, but
has had to reduce this to less
than 20km.
The hotel is denying liability, saying that if any injury
was suffered, this was due to
Ms Bailey’s own negligence or
contributory negligence.

Childcare
crisis: €50m
black hole in
State scheme
Kevin Doyle and Melanie Finn
AN EXTRA €50m will have to be
found next year to plug a black hole
in the Government’s new childcare scheme, Children’s Minister
Katherine Zappone has warned.
The minister has acknowledged
crèches are turning away babies and
toddlers because they see pre-school-

Katherine Zappone: Standing still is
not an option – we must do more P4
ers as more lucrative, as reported in
yesterday’s Irish Independent.
However, she insisted her department’s “warning system” has identified the issue and officials are
already working on a series of measures that will require substantial

financial backing from Finance
Minister Paschal Donohoe.
The National Childcare Scheme
comes in this November with subsidies of up to €5.10 per hour for
babies placed in registered childcare facilities. But writing in today’s
Irish Independent, Ms Zappone, an
Independent TD, says: “To cut to the
chase, an additional €50m will be
needed to deliver the first full year of
our new scheme in 2020.
“This is just the bottom line, I will
be seeking investment in other initiatives in the early learning and care
and school-age childcare space to
further address access, affordability
and quality.”
Her comments mark an unprecedented early ultimatum for Mr Donohoe ahead of next October’s Budget
negotiations.
Continued on Page 4

In defence papers, the hotel
alleges she failed to use the
swing in a proper manner
and held items in both hands,
restricting her ability to balance and preventing her from
holding rope grips properly.
Continued on Page 2

Boy pleaded
with co-accused
to call for Ana,
court is told
Eimear Cotter

Tragic: Schoolgirl Ana Kriegel (14), whose body was found in May of
last year in an abandoned house in Lucan, Dublin.

A BOY accused of murdering
schoolgirl Ana Kriegel had initially
refused to call for her but agreed to
do so after his co-accused repeatedly
said to him “please, please, please”, a
trial has heard.
Boy B told Garda interviewers that
he and Boy A were in his bedroom
chatting when Boy A asked him to
call for Ana.
This was on the day that Ana
disappeared, the Central Criminal
Court heard.
“At first I said ‘no’,” he said, “but
then he started saying ‘please, please,
please’.”
“At last I agreed,” Boy B said.
The two youths, aged 13 at the time,
have pleaded not guilty to the murder of Ana Kriegel (14) at Glenwood
House, Laraghcon, Clonee Road, in
Lucan, Dublin, on May 14 last year.
Boy A has also denied a charge of
aggravated sexual assault.
The jury has begun to hear the first
interview which gardaí conducted
with Boy B at Finglas garda station.
Meanwhile, a forensic scientist told
the court a black vest top found in the
room near Ana’s body was stained
with semen which matched the DNA
profile of Boy A.
Full report: Page 6
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TD wasn’t holding
swing properly when
she fell, hotel claims
Continued from Page 1
The endorsement of claim
filed in court by Ms Bailey’s
solicitors makes no mention
of her holding anything in her
hands when she fell. Details
of the case have emerged at a
time when there is a considerable political focus on personal
injury awards and high insurance costs.
The Government is introducing legislation to allow judges
to recalibrate guideline award
levels.
Ms Bailey’s case was briefly
mentioned before the County
Registrar at Dublin Circuit
Civil Court yesterday.
Gráinne Berkery BL, for Holtend Limited, trading as the
Dean Hotel, told the registrar
that on consent Ms Bailey had
six weeks to file an affidavit
of discovery. It is understood
this is to satisfy a request for
medical and dental records
for the three years prior to the
alleged incident. Discovery is a
routine part of such cases.
The court heard the hotel,
which has lodged a full
defence, was to get its costs
for the motion.
Ms Bailey was not in court.
She is being represented by
Madigans Solicitors, a law firm
run by a brother of Culture
Minister Josepha Madigan.
Ms Madigan, a solicitor,
stepped away from the firm
after becoming a TD.
In her action, lawyers for Ms
Bailey, of Woodside Road, San-

Denies
liability: The
Dean Hotel
on Harcourt
Street,
Dublin,
where TD
Maria Bailey
fell off an
indoor swing

dyford, Dublin 18, say she was
at the trendy Harcourt Street
hotel with a group of friends
on July 13, 2015. They say that
at around 9pm her party went
to the top floor where there
was “a three-swing unit” in the
corridor close to a restaurant.
Her solicitors say she was
sitting on a swing “unsupervised”, having her photo taken
by friends, “when she was
caused to fall backwards”.
They say she struck the
ground, with her hip, lower
back and head taking the
brunt of the impact.
Ms Bailey’s action lists 18 different particulars of alleged
negligence or breach of duty
by the hotel, including that
it allowed the swing to be fitted in an unsafe and insecure
manner and failed to employ
a suitable person to supervise
use of the swing by patrons.
Her solicitors say she woke
up with a severe pain in her

back the next morning which
prevented her from getting
out of bed. After she attended
A&E, she was diagnosed with
soft-tissue injuries and contusions and advised to attend
physiotherapy.
Her solicitors say she was
also diagnosed with concussion.
They say Ms Bailey was running for election as a TD and
could not take time off to rest.
In the court filing, her solicitors say her orthodontist had
to remove a pre-fitted permanent retainer as it was “out of
alignment” after the incident.
In a defence filing, the
hotel admits Ms Bailey sat
on the swing unsupervised,
but denies any negligence or
breach of duty.
It says Ms Bailey failed to
exercise a reasonable level of
care, exposed herself to risk
of injury and was reckless or
careless about her own safety.

PROFILE

Former Aer Lingus worker a close ally of
Tánaiste and chairs housing committee
Shane Phelan
ALTHOUGH widely known
in her political life by her
maiden name, Maria Bailey
used her married surname
Bailey Ryan when she filed
a lawsuit against a Dublin
hotel.
The 43-year-old was first
elected to the Dáil in 2016.
She picked up 10,489 first
preference votes in the
election that year.
She is one of three Fine
Gael TDs in the four-seat
Dún Laoghaire constituency.
Before becoming a TD,
the mother of two was a
county councillor for 12
years, representing the
Killiney/Ballybrack ward on
Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown
County Council.
Prior to that she worked as
a member of ground staff at

Family affair: Maria Bailey’s
father John is a councillor
Aer Lingus.
Her father John Bailey, a
former chairman of Dublin
GAA’s county board, is also
a councillor and is seeking
re-election this week.
Ms Bailey is chairperson
of the Oireachtas Housing

Committee and says her
areas of political interest
include planning, economic
development, housing and
health.
She is an ally of Tánaiste
Simon Coveney and
supported him in the Fine
Gael leadership race, which
he lost to Leo Varadkar.
Ironically, the hotel she
is suing, the Dean Hotel on
Harcourt Street, Dublin, was
used for a launch of policy
priorities by Mr Coveney
during the contest in 2017.
Ms Bailey is an avid runner
but says this has been
severely curtailed as a result
of injuries sustained falling
off a swing at the hotel.
She has suffered migraines
since the age of 16 and has
spoken on a number of
occasions about managing
the condition.
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Green wave
sweeps over
council and
Euro polls
Kevin Doyle

GROUP POLITICAL EDITOR

A ‘GREEN wave’ swept across the
country to bring the party into
contention for three European seats.
In a remarkable result, Eamon
Ryan’s Green Party also looks set to
achieve an unprecedented support
level in the local elections.
This will leave its representatives
well-placed to control the balance of
power in county councils where they
will be able to influence decisions on
transport and planning.
And if the result was to be
repeated in a general election, the
Greens would almost certainly
have the option of being in the next
government.
But the prospect of Fine Gael and
Fianna Fáil collapsing the Government any time soon has receded
because an RTÉ/TG4 Exit Poll shows
they are tied on 23pc.

According to the poll, sitting Green
Party councillor Ciaran Cuffe is on
course to top the European poll in
Dublin with 23pc.
Fine Gael should retain its four MEP
seats with Mairead McGuinness the
runaway favourite in Midlands North
West and Sean Kelly on top in Ireland
South.
Former Tánaiste Frances Fitzgerald
is on course to finish second in the
capital on 14pc. Deirdre Clune and
Maria Walsh will both be in the hunt
for the final seats in their constituencies. Fianna Fáil’s Barry Andrews has
a very strong chance of taking a seat
in Dublin, as does Billy Kelleher in
Ireland South.
But once again the party had a
disastrous day out in Midlands NorthWest where Brendan Smith and Anne
Rabbitte have a combined vote of just
9pc.
Continued on Page 6

‘Dangerous
time’ as May
exit signals a
hard Brexit
Kevin Doyle

GROUP POLITICAL EDITOR

Bailey ran 10km race three weeks after fall
Fine Gael TD Maria Bailey took part in a 10km run less than a month after
falling from a swing at a Dublin hotel. Court papers describe her as a “keen
runner prior to the accident but could not run at all for three months
post-accident”. Full report: pages 12-13
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THERESA MAY’S resignation as
British prime minister has cleared
the way for a hardline Brexiteer to
take over in Downing Street.
The future of the backstop is
expected to feature heavily in the race
to replace Mrs May.
Contenders will offer up a series of
extreme Brexit promises in order to
gain power.
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar has
described it as a “very dangerous”
time for Ireland.
“In the next couple of months, we
may see the election of a Eurosceptic
prime minister who wants to repudiate the Withdrawal Agreement and
go for a no-deal, or we may even see
a new British government that wants
a close relationship with the EU and
goes for a second referendum,” he
said.
Mrs May’s resignation was an
admission there is no hope of getting
the Withdrawal Agreement through
the current House of Commons.
Multiple contenders are already
jockeying to replace her in a contest
that will see a new leader chosen by
Conservative lawmakers and party
members. The early frontrunner is
Boris Johnson. Other contenders are
likely to include Andrea Leadsom and
Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt.
Full report and analysis: Pages 4-5
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Bailey took part in 10km
race three weeks after
falling off swing in hotel
Court papers
say TD could
not run at all for
three months

MARIA BAILEY’S

X

POLITICAL CONNECTIONS

John Bailey
Maria Bailey’s father,
John Bailey, is a GAA
activist and long-time
councillor in Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown.
He served as chairman of
the Dublin GAA County
Board for a decade.
He has been a councillor
since 2004, topping the
poll in the Dún Laoghaire
electoral area that year,
and yesterday stood for
re-election.

Timeline: What Maria did in weeks after fall
July 10: Maria Bailey falls
off swing
July 11: Ms Bailey attends
the Beacon Hospital

Kevin Doyle
and Shane Phelan

July 14: Ms Bailey appears
on Ireland AM at 8.45am

FINE Gael TD Maria Bailey
took part in a 10km race three
weeks after falling from a
swing in a Dublin hotel.
The politician lodged a personal injuries claim on the
basis that she suffered injuries
to her head, lower back and
hip after falling backward off
the swing in the well-known
Dean Hotel.
It is claimed Ms Bailey can
no longer sit or stand for long
periods without experiencing
pain and discomfort as a result
of the incident on July 10, 2015.
Eight days later she attended
the Longitude music festival.
Court papers describe her
as a “keen runner prior to the
accident but could not run at
all for three months post-accident and has had to reduce her
activities significantly since”.
Social media posts show that
on August 3, she ran ‘The Bay
10k’ in Dún Laoghaire. She
recorded a time of 53 minutes
and 56 seconds, according to
the Racetimer website.
“Always enjoy the race never
fails to impress, and also
never gets easy. A few hills
at the start. Well done to all
involved,” she wrote on social
media afterwards.
It has also emerged that the
dates recorded in her court
submission are inaccurate.
The papers indicate Ms
Bailey was in the hotel with
friends around 9pm on Monday, July 13, 2015.
Sources close to the TD say
the incident actually took
place on the previous Friday
evening.
The following morning she
woke up with severe back pain
at 6.30am which prevented her
from getting out of bed.
A doctor was called but was
not able to attend and 45 minutes later Ms Bailey did “extricate herself” from bed with the
assistance of her mother and
medication.
The papers say she was “then
taken to the A&E Department
of the Beacon Hospital, Sandyford”.
“The plaintiff was in severe
pain. Her jaw was swollen and
her bite was off line,” her lawyers say, adding that she was
“stiff and sore and had a severe
headache”.

July 15: She speaks at a
migraine awareness event
in Stillorgan

Josepha Madigan
Culture Minister Josepha
Madigan was elected
to the Dáil on the same
day in February 2016 as
Maria Bailey and they
represent adjoining south
Dublin constituencies.
The Madigan law firm, in
which Josepha Madigan,
worked until 2017, is
representing Ms Bailey in
this case.

July 17: Ms Bailey speaks
at a Women For Election
event at Google
July 18: Posts Facebook
picture at Longitude
July 29: Added to Fine
Gael ticket for general
election
August 3: Ms Bailey
runs ‘The Bay 10k’ in 53
minutes
Busy: Top,
Bailey on
Ireland AM;
above, Bailey
speaks at
a migraine
event; far
right, running
The Bay
10k; right, at
Longitude

Ms Bailey made a number
of public appearances in the
days after receiving hospital
treatment, including one on
TV3’s ‘Ireland AM’ programme
to discuss her experience with
migraines.
At 7.52am on July 14 she
posted a message on social
media publicising her appearance. Her appearance, alongside Dr Sinéad Beirne and
host Alan Hughes, was at
8.45am. She discussed suffering from excruciating
headaches before discovering
that exercise could reduce the
pain.
Ms Bailey also spoke at
a number of other events,
including a conference on
migraines in south Dublin on
July 15 and a Women For Election event and a gathering in
Google on July 17.
The next day she attended

McKillen family
Shane
Phelan

A

the Longitude music festival,
according to a Facebook post
from July 18.
It includes a photograph and
caption saying the concert was
“such a laugh, great event”.
The then-councillor went on
to be selected as a Fine Gael
general election candidate on
July 29.
Court papers note that she
could not take time off work
because she was running for
election. Ms Bailey was elected
as a TD in February 2016.
She has brought a lawsuit
against the Dean Hotel in the
Circuit Court where damages of up to €60,000 can be
awarded. She alleges the hotel
was negligent because the
swing was “unsupervised” and
there were no signs to instruct
patrons how to use it safely.
Ms Bailey’s lawyers say she
sat on the swing and was

having her photograph taken
by friends “when she was
caused to fall backwards”,
suffering injuries to her head,
lower back and hip.
Fine Gael did not respond
to a request for comment last
night.
However, sources have told
the Irish Independent that
senior figures within the
party are unhappy with the
unwelcome attention on the
eve of the local and European
elections.
The Dean Hotel denies negligence and says that if injury
was suffered, this was due to
Ms Bailey’s own negligence or
contributory negligence.
It claims she was holding
items in both hands when she
sat on the swing, restricting
her ability to balance and preventing her from holding rope
grips properly.

NYONE
who
knows even the
slightest bit about
the Irish business
scene knows the
McKillens are not the sort of
people who are easily pushed
around.
Belfast-born Paddy McKillen Snr built up an empire of
commercial buildings, shopping centres and stores in the
1980s before setting his sights
farther afield and growing an
international property portfolio stretching from London to
Tokyo.
He is considered hard-working and a tough negotiator, but
with a low-key approach which
for many years kept him out of
the media spotlight. So much
so that when he did hit the
headlines as a result of a number of high-stakes legal battles,
news outlets initially struggled
to source a recent photograph
of him.
Mr McKillen Snr faced
down Nama in a landmark
Supreme Court case in 2011 to
prevent some €2.1bn in performing loans to companies
he was associated with being
transferred to the toxic loans
agency.

The
hotel
has filed
a full
defence
and
Bailey
has to
hand
over
medical
records
dating
back as
far as
three
years
before
the
incident
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Over 260 drivers
caught speeding in
Garda crackdown
for Slow Down Day

Simon Coveney
Tánaiste Simon Coveney
was supported by Ms
Bailey in his unsuccessful
leadership bid in May
2017. She was among
the few Dublin FG
parliamentarians to
back him.

Allison Bray
and Callum Lavery
MORE than 260 drivers were
caught speeding in only 12
hours yesterday.
Despite An Garda Síochána’s
National Slow Down Day, by
7pm last night 261 motorists
were found to be breaking the
limit, according to gardaí.
Between 7am and 7pm yesterday, speed cameras had
monitored 172,406 vehicles
nationwide.
In Dublin 4, a driver was
found hurtling along the R118
Rock Road at almost twice the
50kmh limit.
Another driver was travelling
at 81kmh in a 50kmh zone in
Griffith Avenue while another
was clocked at 137kmh on the
M1 in Lusk, where the maximum speed is 120kmh.
Outside the capital, a motorist was caught driving at
154kmh in a 100kmh zone on
the N20 in Cork.
In Ballina, Co Mayo, a driver
was travelling at 143kmh in a
100kmh zone on the N26.
Gardaí mounting a checkpoint near Shankill also
arrested a driver on suspicion
of drug-driving on Ballyman
Road. The driver’s car was also
seized. It was suspected the
driver was uninsured.
The campaign ran from 7am
yesterday until 7am today in
a bid to reduce the carnage
on our roads from excessive
speed.
“The objective is to reduce
the number of speed-related
collisions, save lives and
reduce injuries on our roads,”
said gardaí.
“The aim of Slow Down Day

Kate O’Connell
Dublin South East TD Kate
O’Connell is a friend of
Ms Bailey’s. They were
both first elected to the
Dáil in February 2016 and
they both supported the
leadership candidacy of
Simon Coveney in 2017.

Simon Harris
Health Minister Simon
Harris previously
canvassed for Ms Bailey’s
father, Cllr John Bailey.
Mr Harris is Maria
Bailey’s cousin.

formidable in business and courtroom
Then came a bitter battle
with the billionaire Barclay
brothers, Frederick and David,
when they attempted a hostile
takeover of the Maybourne
Hotel Group in London, where
Mr McKillen had a substantial
stake.
After 11 court actions in the
UK, the Barclays abandoned
their takeover bid and sold out
to Qatari investors allied to Mr
McKillen Snr in 2015.
By the signs of things, his
son, Paddy McKillen Jnr, is a
chip off the old block. He is
just as low-key as his father
and in recent years he and his
business partner Matt Ryan’s
hospitality group, Press Up
Entertainment, has become a
considerable force.
It now has more than 40
businesses
and
employs
around 1,500 in Ireland.
One of these is a company
called Holtend Limited, which
hit the headlines this week
after the Irish Independent
revealed it was being sued by
a Fine Gael TD.
The company, which trades
as the Dean Hotel, a trendy
establishment on Harcourt
Street, is not rolling over in the
face of the lawsuit from Maria
Bailey, chairperson of the
Oireachtas Housing Committee and a close ally of Tánaiste
Simon Coveney.
She claims the hotel is liable
for injuries she suffered to her
head, back and hip after falling off a swing in the corridor
outside its top-floor restaurant
in 2015. Ms Bailey was having
her photograph taken while on
a night out with friends when
the fall occurred.

Fighter:
Paddy
McKillen set
up an empire.
PHOTO: PA

An aspect of the case that has
provoked much comment is a
claim by the Dún Laoghaire
TD that the hotel was negligent because the swing was
“unsupervised” and there were
no signs telling patrons how to
use it safely.
The case was briefly mentioned in Dublin Circuit Civil
Court this week where there
was a motion for discovery on
consent. The hotel has filed a
full defence against the TD’s
claims and she has to hand
over medical records dating back as far as three years
before the incident.
It does not deny the swing
was unsupervised.
But it says any injury that
may have been suffered by
the TD was down to her own
negligence or contributory
negligence.
The hotel claims she was
holding items in both hands
when she was sat on the
swing, restricting her ability
to balance and preventing
her from holding rope grips
properly. The day details of
the case were revealed by the
Irish Independent, Senator
Michael McDowell, a barrister

and former justice minister,
suggested in the Seanad that
the Government’s efforts to
tackle claims culture could not
be taken seriously when a Fine
Gael TD is taking a case over
falling off a swing.
“It does occur to me that we
live in a strange world where
civil liability can exist in such
circumstances, but maybe we
are only hearing a portion of
the evidence,” he said.
“It also occurs to me that if
the Government is serious
about driving down the claims
culture, we cannot stand
idly by when adults with two
objects, one in each hand, lose
their seat and fall off a swing
and then claim that there
should have been a supervisor
looking after them, especially
when it comes from somebody
who has so much public influence and clear influence over
Government policy in these
matters.”
Another interesting feature
of the case is that the hotel
offered to pay Ms Bailey’s medical expenses, but when it sent
her a cheque for €600, it was
returned.
Ms Bailey is now suing not
just for general damages,
which can reach up to €60,000
in the circuit court, but also
for special damages, which
includes medical expenses.
The hotel is not commenting on the matter, but it is
noteworthy that in an environment where many businesses
resolve claims out of court to
avoid potentially hefty legal
bills, Mr McKillen Jnr’s company is gearing up for a full
court action.

Speed limits were broken
throughout the country
is to remind drivers of the
dangers of speeding, increase
compliance with speed limits
and act as a deterrent to driving at excessive or inappropriate speed,” they added.
The Road Safety Authority
and the GoSafe speed-detection company are also appealing to the public to slow down.
“Excessive or inappropriate
speeding is a major factor in
road traffic collisions,” they
warned.
“Safety cameras will be on
the roads all across Ireland
where fatal or injury collisions
are happening as a result of
inappropriate speed.”
Chief Superintendent Paul
Cleary, of the Roads Policing
Bureau, said he hoped the
event would discourage “completely unacceptable” speeding on Irish roads. “Each time
a vehicle speeds it could result
in a serious or fatal collision.
Please check your speed.”

PROBE

Gardaí ‘should not be disciplined’
over firearm lost on street in capital
Robin Schiller

World
News
Trump
refuses to
rule out
the death
penalty for
FBI team
22

TWO detective gardaí who
lost a submachine gun on a
busy Dublin street should
not face any sanctions.
A public interest
investigation was launched
by the Garda Síochána
Ombudsman Commission
(GSOC) last July after the
firearm was found near
Harcourt Street in the city
centre by a member of the
public.
The submachine gun was
not loaded, and GSOC said
that, contrary to reports at
the time, the civilian did not
travel on the Luas to hand
the firearm in at Store Street
garda station.
The firearm belonged

to gardaí attached to an
elite national unit based at
Harcourt Square.
The GSOC probe was
launched following media
reports of the incident
which occurred on July 10
last year. It has now ruled
that the two detectives at the
centre of the probe should
not face any disciplinary
proceedings.
GSOC investigators used
reconstructions of the
events to assist their inquiry.
The Ombudsman said
that, on the balance of
probabilities, the car boot
in which the unloaded
submachine gun was placed
was closed over when the
driver started the car’s
engine.
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Bailey: nobody was drunk, I wanted my €7k medical bill paid
Liam Collins
EXCLUSIVE

FINE Gael TD Maria Bailey has instructed her solicitors to withdraw
legal proceedings against the Dean
Hotel in Dublin over a fall from a
swing in which she says she was
seriously injured.

Speaking exclusively to the Sunday Independent yesterday, Ms Bailey
said: “I had nothing to hide. I had an
accident, I was hurt and I had medical bills as a result of the accident.”
But the Dun Laoghaire TD has
decided to withdraw the case because
“the past week has been very difficult
for my family” and a distraction from

her political work. Speaking for the
first time since the controversy was
revealed, Ms Bailey said she now
wants to “draw a line in the sand”
on the issue and concentrate on
representing her constituency in
the Dail.
She said that on the night of the
incident she was ”holding some-

body’s bottle” while posing for a
photograph on the swing and insisted
that “nobody was drunk, nobody was
messing”.
“We had one glass of wine before
going out and we had just one glass
at the hotel.
“As far as I am concerned, this
matter is now closed,” she said.

The Dean denies negligence saying if injury was suffered, it was due
to Ms Bailey’s own negligence as she
was holding items in both hands
when she fell, restricting her ability
to balance and preventing her from
holding rope grips properly.

› Full story, page 5

A new Green agenda
÷ Varadkar, Martin to chase Green vote
÷ FF blow in Europe; FG hit in locals
÷ Mary Lou in crisis after SF collapse
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TAOISEACH Leo Varadkar
plans to fast-track the introduction of radical climate
change policies after voters sent the Government a
clear message in last Friday’s
elections.
The resounding public support for the Green Party in the
local and European elections
has put huge pressure on the
main parties to take dramatic
action on the environment.
The Taoiseach yesterday
said the significant vote signalled the need to advance
plans to implement new climate change policies after
the Greens looked set to make
record-breaking gains at the
polls.
Speaking to the Sunday
Independent, Mr Varadkar
said: “The public have sent us
a message which is that they
want us to accelerate action
on climate.
“It will require changes at
individual, community and
national level. It won’t be easy
and won’t always be popular

EXPERT ANALYSIS — PAGES 19-25
but the public support is there
for it now,” he added.
“It’s going to require a lot
of changes at individual level,
community level and also at
government level in terms of
policy, but the statement from
the public is they are up for
that and want us to do it. We
are acting on climate but they
want us to act faster. We’ve got
that message,” he said.
With ballots still being
counted across the country
last night, the Green Party was
set to win a record number
of local authority seats and
was also well placed in all
three European Parliament
constituencies
Former minister of state
Ciaran Cuffe was on course to

Government’s carbon tax plan,
could have one of its worst
elections in 10 years. The
election drubbing raises serious questions about Mary
Lou McDonald’s leadership
of the party.
Meanwhile, Eamon Ryan
could become the king-maker
after the next general election
with both Fine Gael and Fianna Fail expected to court the
Green Party leader to support
a future government.
Yesterday, Mr Ryan told the
Sunday Independent he would
have a long list of demands
for supporting a government
led by either Mr Varadkar or
Mr Martin.
The former minister said
he would demand that new
carbon taxes be introduced
as soon as possible — but
suggested they could be repaid
to citizens through a cash or
social welfare dividend.
Mr Ryan said he would seek
to “change the entire public
transport system” to promote
cycling, walking and the use
of buses and trains.

top the poll in the Dublin constituency, while Green Party
candidates Saoirse McHugh
in Midlands North West and
Grace O’Sullivan in Ireland
South were also in the mix
for seats.
Fine Gael and Fianna Fail
were in a close contest to win
the local elections, with Mr
Varadkar and Micheal Martin
now set to turn to a triumphant Green Party to form
the next national government.
The current Government is
meanwhile facing a series of
by-elections in the autumn,
due to the likely election of a
number of sitting TDs to the
European Parliament.
Sinn Fein, one of the only
parties not to support the Continued on page 4

BRENDAN O’CONNOR

Marked with a cross for X-ray

A

& E departments
were
overwhelmed
last Friday after
the local and
European elections. Several
older people collapsed from
the exertion of trying to lift
the enormous ballot papers
while some people became
entangled in them and had
to call ambulances to be
released. Last night some
people were still being found
buried under large ballot
papers, some of which were
up to eight feet long in the
south of the country.
Meanwhile in Cork,

Waterford and Limerick
many people gave way under
the weight of no less than
four ballot papers. While
exit polls suggest the Greens
did well in this election,
Green insiders are saying it
was a Pyrrhic victory given
the amount of forestry that
had to be destroyed in order
to print all the ballot papers.
Counting in the many
different polls is expected
to take weeks. Count centre
insiders say it will take at
least three days to get the
scrunched-up ballot papers
that are lodged in boxes
out and another day or
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two to unfold them. “Each
unfolding will require at
least two people,” said one
source. “We are thinking of
bringing in Bean an Tis from
the Gaeltacht and maybe
some B&B owners who
would have good bed linenfolding skills that they could
operate in reverse.”
All that is before any
counting happens, and
with things looking close
in the polls and with the
number of candidates, it’s
thought things could go to
the 27th or 28th count in
one or two of the European
constituencies.
“We’re hoping it will be
over by Christmas,” said one
insider.
Voters have welcomed
the fact that the exit poll
suggests a draw between
the two main parties in
the local elections, on 23pc
each, which should put paid
to any ideas anyone might
have had about a general

election. Everyone is agreed
that we’ve had enough
democracy for now. We
didn’t even bother engaging
with this campaign and
still we are fatigued by it.
Indeed, evidence suggests
that most people didn’t
even know what the divorce
proposal they were voting
on was; they just voted yes
anyway because it seemed
like the progressive thing
to do. Neither did anyone
have a clue what most of
the candidates stood for or
why they should vote for one
candidate over another.
“The best thing for
everyone concerned is
that we leave it at that for
now,” said one voter insider
yesterday. “Let’s let this lot
head off to Europe and off
into the councils and we
won’t expect to ever hear
from any of them again, and
let’s all agree that we done
our democratic duty for
now.”
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‘We had one glass of wine before
going out and one in the hotel’
Fine Gael TD withdraws
controversial personal
injuries case against hotel
after fall from swing,
writes Liam Collins

F

INE Gael TD Maria
Bailey has dramatically instructed her
solicitors to withdraw legal proceedings against Dublin hotel The
Dean, over a fall from a swing
in which she insists she was
seriously injured.
“I had nothing to hide. I
had an accident, I was hurt
and I had medical bills as a
result of the accident,” she
told the Sunday Independent
exclusively yesterday.
“The legal proceedings
were initiated by me after
lengthy and unsatisfactory
correspondence with the hotel, and because these injuries
continue to cause me immense discomfort,” she said.
But the Dun Laoghaire TD
has decided to withdraw the
case because “the past week
has been very difficult for my
family” and a distraction from
her political work.
She now wants to “draw a
line in the sand” on the issue
and concentrate on representing her constituency in
the Dail.
“As far as I am concerned
this matter is now closed,”
she said.
The Dean denies negligence and says that if injury
was suffered this was due to
Ms Bailey’s own negligence
and that she was holding
items in both hands when she
fell from the swing, restricting
her ability to balance and
preventing here from holding
rope grips properly.
Talking openly for the first
time about the event, which
came to public attention after
the Irish Independent broke
the story last Monday, Ms

Bailey said she visited the
newly opened hotel on Harcourt Street, Dublin, on July
10, 2015. The group of five
friends had a glass of wine
before getting the Luas into
town and about 9pm the party
went to the top floor, where
there are swings hanging in an
area leading to the restaurant.
She sat on a swing which
she says was polished wood
and was posing for a photograph holding “somebody’s”
bottle when she fell.
“I was holding somebody’s
bottle. The bottom line is I was
injured, nobody was drunk,
nobody was messing. We had
one glass of wine before going
out and we had just one glass
at the hotel. I was seriously
hurt and I was mortified,” she
said yesterday.
She says that the following
morning she was in “excruciating pain and scared, it was
like a knife was coming out of
my back”.
At the Beacon Hospital
she says she was treated for
concussion, a swollen jaw and
DEFIANT: Maria Bailey insists she has done nothing wrong and was entitled to take the same legal action as anyone else. Photo: Gerry Mooney
soft-tissue injuries.
On the night, the hotel staff
had been pleasant and given information from us.
When contacted by the suffered from cluster mi- a healthy lifestyle and she says that she only wanted her
her plasters. She had complet“I am a citizen and I am en- Sunday Independent, Press graine, a particularly severe continued to maintain that medical bills paid “and I didn’t
ed an incident report form titled to the same due process Up Management, owners of form of pain, since she was lifestyle after the fall.
think I had anything to fear”.
before leaving the hotel and in law as everybody else.
The Dean, declined to com“Nobody questioned that
The story of her legal acsome time later met a manag“I was fully aware that this ment on specific aspects of the
I was hurt... I was the one tion came at a particularly
er and found him pleasant to would come into the public case. However they did say
in pain,” she said yesterday. sensitive time in the middle
deal with, telling her to send domain if it came to court that they had offered to pay
“I was advised that I would of the European and local
them the bills and the hotel and a judge had to adjudicate Ms Bailey’s certified medical
have the same due process elections.
would deal with it.
on it.
expenses — but when she
[legal rights] as everybody
“I have instructed my solic“I spent a year-and-a-half
“All I was looking for was asked for what was described
else, the same entitlements itor to immediately withdraw
contacting the hotel trying my medical expenses, which as “a substantial sum” the
to the justice system as every- these legal proceedings to
to clear the medical invoices. were about €7,000. I was not matter was handed over to
body else. I have done nothing ensure that the focus is not
They didn’t respond, the first looking for compensation or its lawyers.
wrong here.”
on me, but on the issues that
response we had from them loss of earnings, I never said
They added that the hotel
She says she was also made matter to the people in my
was looking for [legal] discov- I didn’t have the use of my did not have any further en- a child and follows a care- aware of the public repercus- constituency,” the TD said
ery. We have no information legs — my medical advice was gagement with her.
ful fitness regime involving sions and was asked if it was yesterday.
from them and they have no to keep moving.”
Ms Bailey insists she has running and diet to maintain “worth the hassle” — but she
“I also want to thank the

‘Nobody was
drunk... I was
seriously hurt
and I was
mortified’

people in my constituency
for the messages of support
I have received and for their
continued kindness to me and
my family throughout this
difficult period.”
The Fine Gael TD said she
was too upset to attend today’s
election count but has continued to attend to her duties
in the Dail and will be in her
office dealing with political
business this week.
“I love what I do, I love my
job,” said the mother of two.
“I have a vision and I want to
keep my focus on that.”
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Hotel in swing case
planned to use CCTV
to fight Bailey claim
:: FG TD won’t say if
she was given legal
advice by minister
Shane Phelan, Kevin Doyle
and Philip Ryan
THE hotel sued by Fine Gael TD Maria
Bailey over a fall from a swing decided
to defend the case after viewing CCTV
footage.
Video evidence from The Dean hotel
in Dublin was set to feature in the case
if it had gone to trial, the Irish Independent has learned.
The revelation comes as some of the
focus of the controversy shifted to Culture Minister Josepha Madigan after

Elections 2019
Full coverage Pages 10-17
Ms Bailey refused to say during a radio
interview yesterday if she received legal
advice from her party colleague. The
minister’s former legal firm represented
Ms Bailey in the now abandoned case.
Ms Bailey has confirmed that she had
a beer in her hand and that she waswas reaching for her friend’s bottle of
Continued on Page 4

Controversy: Fine Gael TD Maria Bailey has decided not to sue Dublin’s Dean hotel. PHOTO: GERRY MOONEY
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Boy (5) is
among dead
in horror
head-on
road crash
Ralph Riegel
and Allison Bray
A MAN and a child have died
and two other children have
been injured, one of them
critically, following a horrific
head-on crash between a car
and a lorry.
Emergency services said the
scene of the crash, outside
Tullamore, Co Offaly, yesterday afternoon was one of “carnage”.
A 30-year-old man, the driver
of the car, and a five-year-old
boy lost their lives.
Two other children were also
in the car, a girl and a boy.
Last night the girl was said to
be fighting for her life.
She was airlifted to Crumlin
Children’s Hospital in Dublin
and was said to be in a critical condition. She was due to
undergo emergency surgery.
The boy was taken by ambulance to the Midland Regional
Hospital in Tullamore with
serious injuries.
The driver of the lorry was
taken to the Tullamore hospital with minor injuries.
A major emergency operation was launched following
the crash, which took place on
the N80 Tullamore to Mountmellick Road at around 5pm.
Although the fatal accident
occurred at the top of a hill,
one local witness said that
that stretch of road is not considered hazardous, although
the N80 can a very busy road,
especially between 5pm and
6pm.
Full story, Page 8
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She tried to shoot the messenger – but this story was in the public
Kevin
Doyle

T

HERE are two types
of story: Ones that
are in the public
interest and ones
that interest the
public. The idea of a Government TD taking a personal

injuries case against a business
because she fell off a swing
while on a night out qualifies
under both headings.
I have known Maria Bailey
since before she was a TD.
She is a lovely woman and a
hard-working member of the
Oireachtas.
It’s almost inevitable though
that all politicians will, rightly
or wrongly, find themselves
engulfed in controversy at
some point. How they handle

that moment in the limelight
can be career-defining.
Last Monday, the Irish Independent revealed Ms Bailey
was suing The Dean hotel as a
result of a fall in July 2015. At
that stage we knew very little
detail about the case except
it would be listed among
motions due to come before
the Circuit Court County Registrar that day. It made page
seven of the newspaper.
Ms Bailey was given an

opportunity to explain the
background but chose not to.
She forcefully asked that the
story not be run.
On Monday, one of my colleagues was able to establish
that Ms Bailey’s solicitors were
arguing the hotel was negligent partly on the grounds
that the swing was “unsupervised” and there were no signs
telling patrons how to safely
use it. The hotel intended to
contest that she was holding

‘TD swing case undermines
FG compensation reforms’
Maria Bailey case is criticised by
former justice minister McDowell
Ryan Nugent, Shane Phelan
and Cormac McQuinn
THE Government’s efforts to tackle
claims culture cannot be taken seriously when a Fine Gael TD is taking a
case over falling off a swing, a former
justice minister warned.
Senator Michael McDowell highlighted the controversy surrounding
Maria Bailey’s personal-injury action
ainst the Dean Hotel in the Seanad.

‘Mr Moonlight’
killer Quirke
appeals verdict

“We live in a strange world where
civil liability can exist in such circumstances,” Mr McDowell added.
“But who knows, maybe we’re only
hearing a portion of the evidence.
“If the Government is serious about
driving down the claims culture, we
cannot stand idly by when adults
lose their seat with two objects, one
in each hand. and fall off a swing
and then claim that there should
have been a supervisor looking after

LEGAL AFFAIRS EDITOR

FARMER Pat Quirke is appealing his
conviction for the murder of his love
rival Bobby Ryan.
In an expected move, lawyers for
the Co Tipperary man have filed a
notice of appeal.
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TD who fell off swing wasn’t holding on properly, hotel claims
LEGAL AFFAIRS EDITOR

Deputy
Maria
Bailey
is suing
the
Dean
Hotel

A FINE Gael TD was holding
items in both her hands when
she fell out of a swing, a hotel
she is suing claims.
Maria Bailey (43) has sued
the Dean Hotel in Dublin for

damages of up to €60,000 over
injuries she alleges she suffered to her head, back and hip.
The Dún Laoghaire TD says
she fell backwards out of an
indoor swing while having her
photo taken during a night out
with friends in 2015.
In circuit court proceedings,

she has accused the hotel of
negligence, saying the swing
was “unsupervised” and there
were no signs telling patrons
how to safely use it.
Ms Bailey claims she can no
longer sit or stand for long
periods without experiencing
pain or discomfort. She also

says she used to run 70km a
week before the incident, but
has had to reduce this to less
than 20km.
The hotel is denying liability, saying that if any injury
was suffered, this was due to
Ms Bailey’s own negligence or
contributory negligence.

Fine Gael TD Maria Bailey took part in a 10km run less than a month
after
falling from a swing at a Dublin hotel. Court papers describe her as a
“keen

Swing fall TD rejected hotel
offer to pay medical costs

IRELAND’S BEST-SELLING NEWSPAPER

Shane Phelan

Bailey ran 10km race three weeks after fall

Shane Phelan

In defence papers, the hotel
alleges she failed to use the
swing in a proper manner
and held items in both hands,
restricting her ability to balance and preventing her from
holding rope grips properly.
Continued on Page 2

Bailey seeking damages for hospital, dental, physiotherapy and Pilates fees
Shane Phelan
and Cormac McQuinn
THE hotel where Maria Bailey
fell off a swing wanted to pay
for her medical treatment, but
the TD declined the offer.
In court papers, lawyers
for the Fine Gael politician
revealed she returned a
cheque for €600 given to her
by the Dean Hotel in Dublin

following the incident in 2015.
Despite rejecting the offer, a
claim for hospital and dental
costs has been included in the
Dún Laoghaire TD’s personal
injuries action against the
hotel.
The revelation comes amid
ongoing controversy over her
decision to bring the lawsuit,
in which she alleges the hotel
was negligent because the

swing was “unsupervised” and
there were no signs to instruct
patrons how to use it safely.
Former Labour Party leader
Joan Burton became the latest high-profile politician to
weigh in on the matter. She
said TDs were being told “harrowing tales” about the threat
to businesses like hotels and
play centres because insurance premiums have “rock-

eted” due to compensation
claims. Ms Burton said that Ms
Bailey had shown “very poor
judgment” and should reconsider her legal action.
The court filing by Ms Bailey’s solicitors reveals that in
addition to general damages,
which can be up to €60,000 in
the circuit court, Ms Bailey is
seeking special damages for
medical expenses.

This includes a claim for
€1,200 in hospital fees, €280
in dental fees and yet to be
ascertained amounts for physiotherapy and Pilates.
The Dean Hotel denies negligence and says that if injury
was suffered, this was due to
Ms Bailey’s own negligence or
contributory negligence.

How the ‘Irish Independent’ has reported on the swing case

CCTV sparked
hotel’s defence
of Bailey action
TD says media was ‘judge, jury, executioner’
Continued from Page 1
wine when she fell from the
swing – details not included
in her indorsement of claim
document filed in court.
CCTV was a key factor in the
hotel’s decision to defend the
claim. In defence papers, it
alleged Ms Bailey had items
in each hand, restricting her
ability to balance or hold rope
grips properly. The hotel was
not commenting on the matter yesterday as, although Ms
Bailey has said she is dropping
the case, a notice of discontinuance has yet to be issued.
During a radio interview, the
under-fire TD refused to reveal
if Ms Madigan had given her
legal advice before she lodged
the personal injury claim.
At the time of the incident in 2015, both were Fine
Gael councillors on Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown County
Council. Ms Madigan has so
far refused to reveal if she personally provided legal advice
to her party colleague.
The minister’s advisers have
said she cannot comment for
client confidentially reasons,
but they have not clarified

Bailey
claimed
her
privacy
had been
invaded
and
‘humanity
has been
crossed’

if this means Ms Madigan
worked directly on the case.
Fianna Fáil frontbench TD
Niall Collins called on the
minister to publicly address
whether or not she was
involved. “It serves no purpose to drag this whole sorry
episode out further,” he said
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar is
due to meet Ms Bailey this
week to discuss the fallout from the controversy,
while the matter may also be
referred to Fine Gael’s national
executive where disciplinary
action could be initiated.
Sources close to Mr Varadkar
said he has to “give the situation further thought” before
deciding what action to take.
Last night, one member of
the national executive said Ms
Bailey should “get the door”.
In an astonishing appearance yesterday on RTÉ’s
‘Today with Sean O’Rourke’,
Ms Bailey criticised the reporting of the case over the past
week and attempted to justify
her action against the hotel.
She described the media as
“judge, jury and executioner”,
claimed her privacy had been
invaded and that “humanity

has been crossed”.
She was accompanied at RTÉ
by experienced public relations advisor Paul Allen, but
her own party was unaware
she was doing the interview.
Ms Bailey insisted she only
wanted her medical expenses
of between €6,000 and €7,000
paid and was not looking for
any extra damages.
This is despite the fact her
indorsement of claim stated
she was seeking damages for
personal injury, loss, damage

and inconvenience in addition
to her medical costs. The circuit court, where she took the
case, can award up to €60,000
in personal injury matters.
Her comments did not go
down well in Government,
with some Cabinet members
privately describing the interview as “a car crash”.
Justice Minister Charlie Flanagan said the interview was
“ill-judged in both tone and
content”, while Health Minister Simon Harris said her

Criticised:
Maria
Bailey’s radio
interview was
described as
“ill-judged
in tone and
temperament”
by Justice
Minister
Charlie
Flanagan
PHOTO: STEVE
HUMPHREYS

defence of the compensation
claim was “unfortunate”.
“I think when you withdraw
a claim that in and of itself is
an acknowledgement of the
fact that perhaps that claim
shouldn’t have proceeded. But
the interview still seemed to
be in the space of blaming lots
of other people,” he said.
The
Irish
Independent
revealed last Tuesday that Ms
Bailey was claiming the hotel
was negligent because the
swing was “unsupervised” and

This car-crash radio performance would suggest TD has surely left a
John
Downing

I

T COULD hardly
have come at a more
difficult time. Maria
Bailey’s controversial

compensation claim clearly
was a drag on Fine Gael
in the vital latter days of a
tricky local council election,
especially in Dublin.
Many Fine Gael heavyhitters, from the Taoiseach
down, have acknowledged
that it “was coming up on the
doors” for their canvassers.
News of the case came just

as businesses are closing
due to crippling insurance
premiums, and a debate rages
about this country’s alleged
compensation culture.
At teatime last Saturday,
just as votes were being
counted, Ms Bailey told the
‘Sunday Independent’ that
she was withdrawing her
controversial case. Many in

Fine Gael hoped that would
end it. Then Ms Bailey popped
up yesterday on RTÉ radio’s
‘Today With Seán O’Rourke’,
and did an interview which
is right up there with epic
car-crash radio and television
performances which will
linger in people’s minds. She
showed a complete lack of
self-awareness and sought to

blame the news organisation
which diligently reported
the facts, alleging she was
the victim of some malign
campaign of vilification.
Soon afterwards, two
senior ministers and party
colleagues, Regina Doherty
and Simon Harris, struggled
to contain their dismay. Ms
Doherty said it was a pity Ms

Bailey allowed her case to go
ahead and the radio interview
was especially ill-advised.
Mr Harris said the case
was “an unfortunate claim”
and Ms Bailey’s decision to
withdraw acknowledged this.
“The interview seemed to
be in a space of blaming lots
of other people,” the Health
Minister said.

Full report: Page 8
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interest and the facts spoke for themselves
items in both her hands when
she fell. Naturally, our intrigue
grew and the story was placed
on Tuesday’s front page.
The former justice minister
Michael McDowell was the first
politician to speak out.
Using privilege in the Seanad,
he said: “We live in a strange
world where civil liability can
exist in such circumstances.”
Others, including Fianna
Fáil leader Micheál Martin,
followed. Labour Party leader

Brendan Howlin reckoned:
“Most people expect that once
you are over the age of four you
can hold on to the ropes and
don’t need adult supervision.”
Amid growing disquiet in
the business community and
on doorsteps, senior Fine Gael
figures were trying to get Ms
Bailey to drop the case. But she
remained stoically silent.
We kept digging and the
hole for Ms Bailey grew bigger. It emerged the hotel had

offered to pay €600 in medical
expenses. By the time ballot
boxes were opened on Saturday, we had established Ms Bailey ran a 10km race three weeks
after the fall. This matters
because court papers claimed
she couldn’t run “at all” for
three months. For the Fine
Gael hierarchy who had put up
a defence during the week, this
was a revelation too far.
Even before this case came to
light, the rising cost of insur-

In her own words: Bailey’s RTÉ interview
:: “THE media, and one in
particular, have crossed
the line of humanity and
invasion here.” – On the Irish
Independent’s coverage of the
case.

friend’s, I had a bottle of wine,
she was taking her camera
out of her jacket. I then found
myself on the floor, I was
mortified.” – On how she fell
from the swing.

:: “The hotel offered to pay,
and your private medical
doesn’t cover your entire
medical costs.” – On the
settlement that was offered by
The Dean hotel.

:: “I am drawing a line in the
sand on this today and I am
moving on, I am back in the
Oireachtas tomorrow.” – On
trying to end the controversy
over her claims.

:: “That’s not a level playing
pitch. And as somebody who
grew up on the side-line of a
GAA pitch, I play fair. I don’t
play offside.” – On the level of
detail on the case in the media.

:: “I am a strong female
politician and some people
don’t like that.” – Suggesting
she was targeted.

:: “This was methodical, this
was well orchestrated, this was
pre-planned to cause maximum
damage and I am the collateral
damage.” – Suggesting that
somebody tried to set her up.
:: “I ended up in A&E ... Nobody
else got hurt here except me.
I never said ‘I stopped living,’ I
never said ‘I stopped walking’.”
– On her injuries.
:: “I had my beer in my hand
and then I was reaching for my

there were no signs to instruct
patrons how to safely use it.
In the RTÉ interview, Ms
Bailey said she decided the
same day to withdraw the
case because she didn’t want
it to be a distraction and not
because she had done anything wrong.
However, she postponed
announcing this until Saturday as she was advised it
would be seen as cynical to do
so in the week of the elections.
Her decision to withdraw

‘Interview
still
seemed to
be in the
space of
blaming
lots of
other
people’

:: “Look, I sought advice, legal
advice as well, I was told it was
seen as a cynical move.” – On
why she didn’t drop the case
sooner.
:: “Not for me” – When Sean
O’Rourke put it to her that her
time in a 10km race three weeks
after the incident was good.
:: “I never said I locked myself
away in a monastery. Like, this
is a joke.”
– On going to the Longitude
festival one week after the fall.

the case was announced on
Saturday, the same day the
Irish Independent revealed
a key claim made in the TD’s
indorsement of claim was
inaccurate.
It stated that because of her
injuries, Ms Bailey was unable
to run for three months.
However, a posting on her
own social media account
revealed she took part in
‘The Bay 10K’ race in Dún
Laoghaire just three weeks
after the incident.

COMMENT

Charlie Weston

ance for business was a hot
political topic.
In recent months there have
been Dáil debates, TV features
and copious amounts of newspaper stories on businesses
being forced to close down.
Ms Bailey sought to shoot the
messenger in her RTÉ interview, claiming we were “judge,
jury and executioner”. The facts
spoke for themselves – and
the public made up their own
minds.

PERSONAL FINANCE EDITOR

Case could help
give our claims
culture the push

S

3 calamitous interviews
that rocked Irish politics
September 2010 – Brian
Cowen and “gargle gate”
Embattled Taoiseach Brian
Cowen celebrated into the
early morning in Galway
at a Fianna Fáil think-in.
Next morning he sounded
wheezy, groggy, muzzy and
a bit slow during a radio interview.
Future Tánaiste Simon Coveney asserted
on social media that the Taoiseach
sounded “either drunk or hungover”.
All hell broke loose and the story from
recession-stricken Ireland went around
the world.
September 2001 – Joe
Jacob, nukes and iodine
Junior minister Joe Jacob
became a household name
for all the wrong reasons
after an excruciating radio
interview with Marian
Finucane. He said Ireland
could deal with nuclear fallout or other
emergencies.
The more Ms Finucane asked, the fewer
answers Mr Jacob had.
Finally, he assured everybody there
would be iodine tablets for everyone to
save them from nuclear fallout.
January 1999 – Pádraig
Flynn’s “death by ‘Late
Late Show’”
EU Commissioner Pádraig
Flynn bemoaned the
hardship of paying three
housekeepers on a takehome salary of IR£100,000
per year. Then he provoked businessman
Tom Gilmartin into reversing his original
decision to boycott the Planning Tribunal
investigating donations to politicians
including Mr Flynn. The ‘Late Late Show’
performance caused fallout in Irish
politics over two decades and eventually
led to the resignation of Taoiseach Bertie
Ahern in 2008.

potentially bright political future behind her
Mr Harris said Ms Bailey was
due to meet the Taoiseach on
the matter – the pity was that
she went on radio before that
meeting.
Last Tuesday, the former
attorney general and justice
minister Senator Michael
McDowell used Seanad
Éireann to raise concerns
about Ms Bailey’s case and

how it might square with
her party’s sworn attempts
to tackle public liability
insurance. Among the other
politicians to question the
principle of the case have
been Fianna Fáil leader
Micheál Martin, Green Party
leader Eamon Ryan and
former Labour leader Joan
Burton.

Yes, these comments came
in the teeth of European
and local elections. But it is
a very long time since such
heavy-hitters had anything
to say about an Oireachtas
colleague’s ongoing civil court
case.
Often in matters such as this
there is a deal of sympathy
and private support across

the parties. By now Ms Bailey
has seriously damaged her
political credibility and that of
Fine Gael.
It is, however, hard to see
what party rule she has
breached, and Dáil numbers
are exceptionally tight. But
realpolitik suggests that she
may have a bright political
future behind her.

Editorial
Comment
Votes
influenced
by two
women not
on ballot
paper
25

WING-claim TD Maria Bailey has
done the insurance policy payers
of this country a favour. Her now
withdrawn action for damages
against a hotel where she claims she
fell off a swing has landed a massive blow to
our out-of-control claims culture.
Public patience with the failure to remedy
our overly generous compensation system has
run out, and Ms Bailey’s controversial claim
has ensured the Government can no longer
put reform on the back burner.
Her claim that she injured herself when she
fell off a swing at The Dean hotel in Dublin
has ensured she has been ridiculed.
She has not generated any sympathy,
especially after court documents showed the
hotel claiming she was not holding the ropes
of the swing, because she had items in both
hands. Her lawyer’s claim that she should
have been supervised on the swing has been
derided.
Former justice minister and senior counsel
Michael McDowell told the Seanad last week
the Government’s efforts to tackle claims
culture cannot be taken seriously when a
Fine Gael TD is taking a case over falling off a
swing.
To be fair to Ms Bailey, she is not the first
Fine Gael TD to make a compensation claim.
Alan Farrell alleged he suffered neck and
shoulder issues which affected his personal
and professional life for up to 18 months
following an accident in Drumcondra, Dublin,
in 2015. But the judge in the case ruled he
did not suffer a “significant injury” and only
awarded him €2,500. Judge Michael Coghlan
said last July: “There is little or no notation to
back up a claim of significant whiplash.”
Mr Farrell had claimed he experienced
difficulty for six months after the accident,
claimed he had to reduce his activities for up
to 14 months after, and suffered occasional
spasms up to 18 months on.
But Judge Coghlan was shown a photograph
of the TD up a ladder in Skerries, Co Dublin,
just four months after the prang.
Meanwhile, the ministerial colleagues of
Bailey and Farrell are under huge pressure
to sort out the compensation and insurance
crisis which is closing businesses and
festivals, causing jobs to be lost and pushing
up the cost of insurance for all.
We have too many claims, many of them
spurious, and we pay out far too much for
minor personal injuries. Judges indulge too
many claims that reasonable people regard
as nothing more serious than a pain that will
pass after taking a few paracetamol.
Lawyers are complicit in taking questionable
claims. No lawyer has ever been sanctioned
by the Law Society for representing someone
taking a false claim.
Medical professionals make a lot of easy
money signing medical certs for people
exaggerating and inventing injuries. This
is despite the Irish College of General
Practitioners (which trains GPs) telling the
Personal Injuries Commission most whiplash
claims were “frankly spurious”.
All of this leads to an avalanche of
questionable claims.
But the jig is up. Middle Ireland will no
longer tolerate the out-of-control claims
culture. The Government needs to realise it is
on the wrong side of this one.
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Minister
faces quiz
on advice
to Bailey

Book with
‘satanic pledge’
was found in
room of Boy B,
Ana trial told
Eimear Cotter

Swing case: FG appoints senior counsel
to try to ‘establish all the facts’ of claim
Kevin Doyle, Shane Phelan and
Cormac McQuinin
A BARRISTER appointed by Fine
Gael to investigate Maria Bailey’s
compensation claim will be permitted to quiz Culture Minister Josepha
Madigan on what role, if any, she had
in the case.
For more than a week now, Ms
Madigan has refused to say whether
Josepha Madigan:
Culture Minister’s
family law firm had
represented Ms Bailey
she provided legal advice to Ms Bailey in the lead-up to her decision to
issue a personal injuries claim as a
result of a fall from a swing.
The claim against The Dean hotel
was formally withdrawn from the
Circuit Court yesterday morning
ahead of a meeting between the Dún

Laoghaire TD and Taoiseach Leo
Varadkar. He has now tasked Senior
Counsel David Kennedy with trying
“to establish all the facts” around the
case. Sources told the Irish Independent Mr Kennedy will be allowed “go
where he wants” with the probe.
Ms Bailey was represented by the
family law firm of Josepha Madigan
but she has refused to say whether
her Fine Gael colleague was directly
involved.
She has said: “I took legal advice
on this and I put every faith into that
legal system and I was told I had a
clear-cut case.”
Court papers claimed the hotel was
negligent for her fall because the
swing was “unsupervised”. They also
said she was not able to run “at all”
for three months. However, the Irish
Independent revealed last Saturday
that she completed a 10km race in
under 54 minutes just three weeks
after the incident.
Continued on Page 11
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Sweet memories: Ciara the star turn
Broadcaster Dr Ciara Kelly – an ambassador for Dementia: Understand
Together – pays a stylish visit to the ‘Memories Are Made of This’ show
garden at Bord Bia’s Bloom Festival, which opens today at 9am for four
days at the Phoenix Park, Dublin. PHOTO: MARK CONDREN

A
COPYBOOK
containing
a
drawing entitled “satanic pledge” was
found by gardaí in the home of a boy
accused of murdering Ana Kriegel, a
trial has heard.
The copybook contained a list of
names, including Boy A and Boy B’s
names, and a list of rules.
The rules included “no talking
about Jesus or God, only Satan”, the
court heard.
Detective Garda Donal Daly gave
evidence the copybook was seized
by gardaí after they searched Boy B’s
home.
The accused, who were 13 at the
time, have pleaded not guilty before
the Central Criminal Court to murdering Ana Kriegel at Glenwood
House, Laraghcon, Clonee Road in
Lucan on May 14, 2018.
Boy A has also denied a charge of
aggravated sexual assault. Boy B had
mentioned the copybook when he
was interviewed by gardaí on July 7,
2018.
During the sixth interview, which
the jury saw last week, Boy B told
gardaí he called it a “Satanist cult”
but that was because he did not want
people to join who he didn’t want to
join.
It was really a homework club, he
said.
Yesterday, Gda Daly produced
pages from Boy B’s copybook and
showed them to the court.
Prosecution counsel Brendan Grehan SC said one of the pages was a
drawing entitled “satanic pledge”.
Gda Daly said there was a page with
a list of names and a list of rules. He
read out the rules to the court.
The trial continues.
Full story, Page 7
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Crash, bang, wallop: backdrop falls down
around Paschal, but he laughs off mishaps
Speech:
Finance
Minister
Paschal
Donohoe.

Nicola
Anderson

PHOTO: TONY
GAVIN

T

HE minister would
talk to us – “but it
won’t be outside”,
winced a press
officer.
“Outside” being Dublin’s
Harcourt Street – with the
unsettlingly close proximity
of the Dean hotel, the scene
of Maria Bailey’s undignified
tumble from grace. Not a backdrop any Fine Gael TD would
have any intention of being
within an ass’s roar of at this
particular moment in time.
But at the Iveagh hotel, Paschal Donohoe was scheduled
to speak at an event mystifyingly titled: ‘The growing
Blockchain system and the
role of Government’. And so
that’s exactly what he did.
The room was warm and
cramped, filled with over 80
participants of what is apparently called ‘The Blockchain
Community’.
Paschal rose to the podium
to give his speech – and
promptly hit his head off a
low-lying light fitting.
Yikes. But he was quick to
take personal responsibility
for his misfortune. He laughed
it off. “I was far too eager,” he
explained.
He went on with his talk
about how we live in a
world where “algorithms
will increasingly be used to
determine the distribution
of important public goods,

including work, loans, housing
and insurance”.
Everything was going fine.
Suddenly, crash. Bang. Wallop. The backdrop at the side
of the stage came down with a
resounding clatter.
The minister nearly jumped
out of his skin.
“It’s been eventful,” he
gasped. “Can I just check to
see if everyone is OK?”
There was a roar of laughter.

‘It’s been
eventful,’
he
gasped.
‘Can I just
check to
see if
everyone
is OK?’

At the back of the room, a
press officer groaned and
shook his head.
Afterwards, the minister was
ruefully philosophical of this
Laurel and Hardy-type concatenation of disasters, chuckling: “I hope people noticed
how quickly I recovered.”
He’s hardly likely to sue for
his injuries.
It was an unsettling day for
Fine Gael, with still a lot of

anger and embarrassment
behind the scenes at how
Maria Bailey’s ‘swing gate’
incident had put them on the
ropes.
But there was also a rising
note of sympathy because of
the severity of the backlash.
Maria Bailey ‘memes’ were
shared. There was even a
rather addictive computer
game featuring a woman
falling off a swing where the

object was to avoid the floating
beverages.
There were minefields everywhere at Leinster House, too.
The Taoiseach was in the
Dáil chamber earlier for
questions.
Willie O’Dea, over the far
side of the room, wanted to
know about what measures
were being taken to lower the
costs of insurance.
Louise O’Reilly of Sinn Féin
also chipped in on the same
topic, apologetically saying:
“You won’t thank us, Taoiseach, for raising this but it’s
not in the context of what’s
happening.”
She had got a letter from a
constituent, she explained.
Looking uncomfortable, Leo
rubbed the side of his nose but
Charlie Flanagan stepped in to
the rescue.
“I share the deputies’ concern,” he said.
He appealed to the Opposition to assist in the enactment
of the judicial council bill
which will set guidelines for
judges in personal injury cases
and actions.
Gardaí would have a greater
involvement in the issue of
insurance fraud.
“Any fraud is a crime and
should be treated as such,” the
minister said firmly.
Leo was to meet with Maria
shortly after lunchtime – and
then a blanket of silence fell.
Someone had spotted her
around the building. Someone
else had heard her voice.
Finally, came the terse
statement that the party will
undertake an internal review
to “establish all facts”.
Maria has agreed to “participate fully”.

Madigan to be quizzed over any advice she gave to Bailey on fall claim
Continued from Page 1
Ms Madigan stopped practising at the firm in 2017 but
her possible link to the early
stages of the Bailey lawsuit is
now in the spotlight.
The pair sat together on Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown County
Council at the time of fall in
July 2015.
Sinn Féin leader Mary Lou
McDonald said they will face
questions from the media
on the matter until they clarify the situation. “So I would
have thought it just a matter
of common sense that they
might do so,” she said.
Asked whether he believes
his Cabinet colleague should
provide clarity, Finance Minister Paschal Donohoe said:
“This is a matter for a company that I know Josepha no
longer plays a direct role in
the day-to-day management

Withdrew
claim: TD
Maria Bailey.
PHOTO: GERRY
MOONEY

of, because of course her key
area of responsibility now is
as a member of Government.”
The controversy last night
overshadowed an extremely
strong showing for Fine Gael
as the final results from the
European elections came in.
Sources said Mr Kennedy’s examination of events
will be “wide-ranging”. “He’s
been asked to make all necessary enquiries.” His report is
expected “within a few weeks”.
Party sources also pointed
out that a solicitor can only act
on the evidence presented to
them by a client.
At a private meeting in
Leinster House last night, Mr
Varadkar appealed to Fine
Gael TDs and senators to show
Ms Bailey “respect”.
She did not attend the Dáil
yesterday and was absent
from the Oireachtas Housing
Committee, which she nor-

mally chairs. With the controversy now entering its 11th day,
some of the anger within Fine
Gael is turning to sympathy.
Privately, a number of TDs
and ministers said they feel
some of the social media abuse
directed towards Ms Bailey has
gone too far.
However, one TD said the
establishment of an internal
review was the “worst of all
worlds”. “If the review reports
positive, it’ll look like we all
stand by her actions. If it’s negative, it’ll be too long past the
event to matter.”
Ms Bailey was suing in the
circuit court, which can award
up to €60,000 in personal
injury matters.
She insisted she only wanted
her medical expenses of
between €6,000 and €7,000
paid. This is despite the fact
her indorsement of claim
stated she was seeking dam-

Varadkar
appealed
to Fine
Gael
TDs and
senators
to show
Ms
Bailey
‘respect’

ages for personal injury, loss,
damage and inconvenience in
addition to her medical costs.
In defence papers, it was
alleged Ms Bailey had items
in each hand, restricting her
ability to balance or hold the
swing’s rope grips properly.
On radio, Ms Bailey confirmed she had a beer in her
hand and that she was reaching for her friend’s bottle of
wine when she fell from the
swing.
A note placed on the court
file yesterday said: “The plaintiff has wholly discontinued
this action.”
It remains to be seen if lawyers for the hotel will go to
court to seek an order for their
outstanding costs.
However, the legal bill is not
expected to be large as the
case was only in at a preliminary stage when it was abandoned.
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Taoiseach briefed on letter from Bailey
Shane Phelan
and Kevin Doyle

Ordered review: Taoiseach
Leo Varadkar

TAOISEACH Leo Varadkar was
briefed about correspondence
between Maria Bailey and the
Dean hotel before launching a
probe into her compensation
claim over a fall from a swing.
The
briefing
included
references to how much compensation the TD was looking
for in her now-abandoned
personal injuries action.

In two interviews given by Ms
Bailey since controversy flared
over the case, she claimed
the most she was seeking
was €7,000 for her medical
expenses. However, this has
not been confirmed by the
hotel. It has said it offered to
pay Ms Bailey’s certified medical expenses, but when she
asked for what was described
as “a substantial sum”, the
matter was handed over to its
solicitors.

Compensation

Just when it looked
like ‘swing-gate’ had
come to a halt, Maria
gave it another push
Kevin
Doyle

M

ARIA
BAILEY’S
fall
from
grace
has
been harder than any fall
from a swing. In less than two
weeks, she has gone from relatively unknown backbench TD
to infamy.
The Dún Laoghaire representative has been the subject of radio sketches, online
memes and pub gossip.
Her nemesis, the swing in
the Dean hotel, is likely to be
the most photographed object
in Ireland this weekend.
There is growing sympathy
both inside and outside of politics due to how the scandal has
engulfed her career.
No doubt when the dust settles, Ms Bailey will reflect on
the numerous opportunities
she had to make it all go away.
Based on the evidence, it was
a grave error of judgement to
take the case in the first place.
Nobody disputes that she
was injured – but she should
have applied the logic her
colleague Minister Heather
Humphreys expressed in the
Dáil this week.

“So if you trip or you fall
you have to ask yourself why
it happened and more often
than not the answer is because
of your own carelessness,” Ms
Humphreys said in a damning assessment of Ms Bailey’s
behaviour.
Ms Bailey had a bottle of beer
in one hand and was “reaching” for a friend’s bottle of
wine before finding herself on
the floor. Understandably she
was “mortified” and jumped
up immediately.
The next morning she
was in severe pain and was
brought to the private Beacon
Hospital where she had a pelvic X-ray, but no bone injury
was detected. However, it is
claimed she was diagnosed

She blamed the media, lawyers, the
Opposition – but never admitted
to doing anything wrong herself
with
soft-tissue
injuries,
contusions and concussion.
She went on to receive dental treatment and required
intense physiotherapy.
According to the TD, all she
ever wanted from the hotel
was €6,000-€7,000 to cover
her medical costs because
“your private medical doesn’t
cover the entire medical costs”.
Feeding the narrative that
Fine Gael is out of touch with
the common people, she
added: “Everybody knows
that.” Ms Bailey engaged
Madigan Solicitors to pursue
a compensation claim. At the
time, she was serving on Dún

The Irish Independent has
learned a Fine Gael official
sought to establish certain
facts in connection with the
matter and the official’s findings were passed to members
of the party hierarchy and the
Taoiseach’s office.
The information included
details of a letter sent by Ms
Bailey in January 2016, six
months after the fall, in which
she returned a cheque for
€600 to the hotel. In the letter,

MARIA’S SEVEN
STAGES OF GRIEF

the TD is understood to have
outlined what in her view was
the likely cost of medical treatment into the future.
The briefing occurred prior
to Mr Varadkar’s meeting with
Ms Bailey on Wednesday.
Shortly afterwards, Fine
Gael announced senior counsel David Kennedy had been
appointed to undertake an
internal review “to establish
all the facts”.
One issue likely to be probed

is why, given her insistence
she was only seeking €7,000,
Ms Bailey did not pursue her
case in the District Court,
which has jurisdiction to
award up to €15,000.
Instead the case was taken at
Circuit Court level, where personal injury awards can be up
to €60,000.
The indorsement of claim
filed on the TD’s behalf also
did not state she was only
seeking her medical expenses.

Fine Gael TD Maria Bailey’s ill-fated compensation claim
against a Dublin hotel was not a rushed affair. There
were several stages along the way at which it is not
unreasonable to assume the merits of the claim could
have been reflected upon. SHANE PHELAN reports

The cheque

In the aftermath of Ms Bailey’s fall from a
swing at the Dean hotel on July 10, 2015,
the hotel offered to pay her vouched
medical expenses. Ms Bailey claimed to
have suffered injuries to her head, lower
back and hip in the fall, and that she needed
hospital treatment the following day and
physiotherapy and Pilates thereafter.
A cheque for €600 was issued to the then
councillor.

The letter
A problem arose in January 2016 when Ms
Bailey returned the cheque to the hotel.
In correspondence attached to the
returned cheque, the TD is understood to
have outlined what in her view was the likely
cost of medical treatment into the future.
At that stage, Ms Bailey was not legally
represented. The hotel has stated that when
the TD asked for what was described as “a
substantial sum” the matter was handed
over to its solicitors. In interviews with
the ‘Sunday Independent’ and RTÉ’s Sean
O’Rourke, Ms Bailey said the height of what
she was asking for to cover her medical costs
was €7,000. This has not been confirmed by
the hotel.

Legal advice
With the hotel referring the issue to its
solicitors Lemans, Ms Bailey sought her own
legal representation.
It is unclear precisely when this happened,
but she chose Madigan Solicitors, the firm of
her Fine Gael colleague Josepha Madigan,
who is now the Culture Minister.
Defending her decision to sue the hotel,
Ms Bailey told Sean O’Rourke: “Mine was
legitimate. I took clear legal advice on this.
I am not a legal expert. I followed the legal
advice that I got.” Whether Ms Madigan was
the person in the firm who initially advised
her is still unclear. Ms Bailey would not be
drawn on this, while the minister has also
Laoghaire-Rathdown County
Council with Josepha Madigan, a partner in the firm.
Both women were elected
to the Dáil in February 2016
and seemed to be on a similar
career trajectory – until they
took opposite sides in the Fine
Gael leadership contest.
Ms Bailey backed Mr Coveney while Ms Madigan went
with Mr Varadkar. The latter was rewarded by being
put on the fast-track to a
Cabinet position.
One of the big outstand-

Claim: Maria
Bailey (main);
The Dean
hotel (top
left); Bailey
with Kate
O’Connell
and Simon
Coveney in
the Dean
(above); and
Josepha
Madigan (far
right).
MAIN PHOTO:
GERRY MOONEY

ing questions in this controversy is whether Ms Madigan
provided any advice on the
case to her colleague before
she stepped away from the
business in 2017.
Ms Bailey obviously had
some awareness that the case
would attract media interest
because she asked somebody
on her legal team when the
details would become public.
“I was told ‘you have nothing
to fear’, and I distinctly asked
‘when will this information
become public?’ so I can pre-

refused to say. The minister stepped away from
the firm after joining Cabinet in 2017.

PIAB
Before a personal injury case can proceed into
the courts system, it must first be authorised by
the Personal Injuries Assessment Board (PIAB).
In most cases, court can be avoided if the
PIAB can come up with an assessment of
damages acceptable to all parties. However,
this did not happen in Ms Bailey’s case.
An application was made to the PIAB in
February 2017 and it issued an authorisation to
proceed to court under Section 17 of the PIAB
Act that July. Under the section invoked, there
are a number of possible technical reasons why
the PIAB did not take carriage of the case.
The section tends to be invoked in cases
where it may take longer than two years to

‘I’m not
a big
social
animal,
I rarely
go out’

pare myself for it being out
there. And I was told ‘this will
not be public until you are
before the courts’,” she said.
It seems at that point the TD
was not overly perturbed by
the idea of getting some attention – but obviously didn’t
grasp the PR disaster that was
being set in train.
Perhaps that was because
somebody told her she had a
“clear-cut case”, part of which
was a claim that the hotel was
negligent because the swing
was “unsupervised”.
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to hotel before launching internal probe
It outlined how in addition to
medical costs, she was seeking
damages for personal injury,
loss, damage and inconvenience.
Ms Bailey’s standing in the
party is at rock bottom after
almost a fortnight of controversy. Sources say there was
“no clash” when she met Mr
Varadkar on Wednesday – but
he is known to be privately
furious about the case.
He has asked TDs not to

make the situation worse by
publicly admonishing their
colleague and said they should
show her “respect”.
But over the course of
the week a string of ministers, including Paschal
Donohoe, Simon Harris and
Heather Humphreys, tried
to distance the Government
from Ms Bailey’s actions.
Despite saying in Monday’s radio interview that she
would be back in the Oireach-

tas this week, Ms Bailey failed
to appear at two committee
meetings she was due to chair.
Housing Minister Eoghan
Murphy was quizzed at
the first of those meetings,
while Mr Varadkar was at the
second.
A number of ministers told
the Irish Independent the Government is feeling the heat
over rising insurance costs.
The consensus is that Ms
Bailey has totally undermined

efforts to convince businesses
that action is being taken.
“It’s horrendous. Everybody
is talking about the swing.
What was she thinking?” one
minister said.
But the intense focus on
the TD has garnered some
sympathy too. A Fine Gael senator said the online abuse she
has suffered “is outrageous”.
“It’s gone too far. No matter what she did or didn’t
do, she doesn’t deserve that.”

The internal review ordered
by the Taoiseach is expected
to take around two weeks to
complete.
It will be submitted directly
to Mr Varadkar, who must then
decide whether to take action
himself or refer the findings to Fine Gael’s national
executive.
Sources said senior counsel Mr Kennedy has been
asked “to make all necessary
enquiries”.

This is likely to include
conversations with Culture
Minister Josepha Madigan as
to whether she had any knowledge of the case or ever offered
advice on it.
Ms Madigan’s family law
firm, which she stepped away
from in 2017, submitted the
court papers on behalf of the
Dún Laoghaire TD which inaccurately stated she was unable
to run for three months after
the fall.

Hotel swings
‘are back up
and ready for
the weekend’
Amy Molloy

assess the seriousness of the injury, by which
point a claim would be statute barred.
A further authorisation was issued by the
PIAB in April 2018 under Section 46 of the
PIAB Act. Again, there are a number of possible
reasons why this was issued. One possibility is
that the claim was initially inadvertently filed
against the incorrect entity.

The summons
A personal injury summons and indorsement
of claim was filed with Dublin Circuit Civil
Court in May 2018 by Madigans Solicitors. The
indorsement was drafted by a barrister and set
out what Ms Bailey was claiming as part of her
action.
This is the document in which she claimed
the hotel was negligent because the swing
was “unsupervised” and there were no signs
The Dean had other ideas
and lined up CCTV as part of
its defence.
When the Irish Independent
first revealed 11 days ago that
the case was listed before the
Circuit Court, where payouts
can be up to €60,000, Ms Bailey declined to comment.
The following day she made
page one as details emerged of
the hotel’s claim that she was
reckless or careless about her
own safety. At this stage senior
figures in Fine Gael intervened
to try to get her to drop the case

to instruct patrons how to safely use it. It
also contained the incorrect claim Ms Bailey
was unable to run for three months after the
incident. In reality, she completed a 10km race
just three weeks later in under 54 minutes.
The document outlined how she was seeking
general damages for personal injury, loss,
damage and inconvenience. In addition, she
was also seeking special damages, or out-ofpocket expenses, for her medical costs. These
were listed as hospital fees of €1,200, dental
fees of €280 and yet to be ascertained bills for
physiotherapy and Pilates.

The defence
A robust defence was filed by the hotel in
November 2018. It accepted the swing was
unsupervised, but said any injury the TD may
have suffered was due to her own negligence or

– but she went to ground. As
the week went on and the stories gathered more interest, Ms
Bailey largely disengaged from
party headquarters.
Then on Friday with a lull in
the election coverage, the Irish
Independent began to investigate what Ms Bailey was up to
in the weeks after the incident.
In the first week alone, she
appeared on TV and spoke
at two conferences. It wasn’t
actually very difficult to find
this out because it was all on
her Facebook.

Then we found that three
weeks after the fall she’d run
a 10km race in less than 54
minutes. “Not for me,” was her
response when it was put her
that this was an impressive
time. The revelation was the
final straw for many in Fine
Gael. Her claim had stated
that she couldn’t run “at all”
for three months.
Finally, Ms Bailey moved
into crisis management mode,
starting with an interview
in the ‘Sunday Independent’
where she outlined some

‘I am
not a
legal
expert. I
followed
the legal
advice
that I
got’

contributory negligence. The defence filing said
Ms Bailey had items in both hands, restricting
her ability to balance and stopping her from
holding rope grips properly.

The motion
In April, the hotel issued a notice of motion
saying it would be applying for an order for
discovery of Ms Bailey’s medical and dental
notes and records for the three years prior
to the incident and arising from her visit to
accident and emergency the day after the fall.
The motion was granted on consent on
Monday, May 20, and the following day the
Irish Independent published the details of the
TD’s claim.
By Saturday, May 25, after days of controversy
over the lawsuit, Ms Bailey announced she was
withdrawing it.

details of what happened on
that night.
Had she stopped there, the
news cycle might have moved
on to focus on the results
of the local and European
elections. But instead she
popped up on RTÉ’s ‘Today
with Sean O’Rourke’ where
she told the presenter: “I’m
not a big social animal, I rarely
go out... I’m quite happy to sit
at home, pyjamas on, on the
couch with the kids but I went
out that night.”
What followed was an

unmitigated
disaster.
In
Government Buildings the
Taoiseach was caught totally
unawares. Social Protection
Minister Regina Doherty, who
was lined up to be on the programme afterwards, had to
respond on the hoof.
A “tremendous pity” is how
she kindly summed up the
now infamous interview.
Ms Bailey blamed the media,
the internet, the lawyers and
the Opposition – but never
once admitted to having done
anything wrong herself.

SOPHIE’S in the Dean
hotel has assured
customers that its swings
are going nowhere after
a photograph circulated
online showing them
being removed.
The swings – which
have been the subject
of much controversy
after Fine Gael TD Maria
Bailey brought a personal
injury claim following a
fall on a night out – were
temporarily taken down
yesterday.
Speculation was rife
on social media that the
swings were being taken
down for good.
However, the popular
bar and restaurant
moved to quash the
rumours, confirming
they were removed as
part of a private hire
event.
“We have no intention
of removing the swings,
don’t worry,” Sophie’s
said in a statement.
“They’re back up and
ready for you to swing
into the weekend.”
Ms Bailey this week
officially withdrew her
compensation claim
against the Dean hotel.
She had lodged a claim
on the basis that she
suffered injuries after
falling backward off one
of the swings in 2015.
Colleagues have scapegoated
her as the reason Fine Gael
underperformed in the local
elections. Close allies like Kate
O’Connell and Simon Coveney
jumped out of the way rather
than to her defence.
And rather than a ‘kick to
touch’ exercise, party sources
say the internal review is a
definite trawl for evidence of
why she should be sanctioned.
Like many before her, Ms
Bailey may well find a way
back but right now it looks like
a very long road.
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Varadkar hunts for ‘leak’
at centre of swing row
:: Report into Bailey case
expected within two weeks

Father killed in
vicious stabbing
at Spanish pub

Kevin Doyle
TAOISEACH Leo Varadkar is attempting to find
out how information about Maria Bailey’s compensation claim made its way into the public
domain.
An internal Fine Gael probe is looking for the
source who Ms Bailey has claimed set out to
cause “maximum damage”. The Dún Laoghaire
TD dropped her lawsuit over a fall from a swing

Ian Begley
and Gerard Couzens

Maria Bailey: The TD has
claimed the source set out to
cause ‘maximum damage’
after the Irish Independent revealed she had run
a 10km race within three weeks of the incident.
Mr Varadkar and a string of senior ministers
have said the controversy in the final days of
the local election campaign hurt the party at
the polls. He hired senior counsel David Kennedy “to establish all the facts” around the case
before deciding whether Ms Bailey should be
sanctioned by the party.
Continued on page 8

‘This is me’: how parents drew strength from Ana
Ana Kriegel’s parents Patric and Geraldine Kriegel sat stoically as harrowing evidence was heard of their
daughter’s death. Speaking after the verdicts, Patric said: “Ana was our strength.” See pages 4-6

A MARRIED father of two was
stabbed to death in a vicious attack
in the toilet of an Irish bar while on a
family holiday in Spain.
Dubliner John Pender (53) was on a
summer holiday on the Costa Del Sol
with his wife and two children when
he was attacked by a man with a broken bottle.
The incident happened at the Pogs
Old Irish Rock Pub in Fuengirola on
Thursday night.
Mr Pender, who worked with a suicide charity based in Shankill, chased
his attacker through the pub after the
attack but collapsed from blood loss
at the door. A suspect, thought to be
British but living in nearby Mijas,
was arrested at the scene.
Full report: Page 2
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FG needs to focus on the real unanswered questions, not the media
Kevin
Doyle

M

ANY questions
remain to be
answered
about
the
Maria Bailey
case – but how the story came
to light is not one of them.
Clearly the Dún Laoghaire
TD feels aggrieved at the negative publicity her lawsuit generated and suspects somebody
set her up for a second fall.
However, Ms Bailey herself
has admitted she knew the
case would find its way into
the media at some stage. She

Aggrieved:
Maria Bailey
was annoyed
with the
negative
publicity
her lawsuit
generated.

“distinctly asked” would the
information become public so
that she could prepare “for it
being out there”.
“And I was told this will not
be public until you are before
the courts and I was perfectly
fine with that,” she said.
Yet after the story broke on
the eve of the local elections,
she claimed “somebody has
tried to character assassinate
me”. Now Leo Varadkar is trying to establish whether this
was the case and, if so, who
that ‘somebody’ might be.
It’s a pointless exercise for
two reasons. Firstly, there is
zero chance the Irish Independent will do anything to
compromise our sources. And
secondly, it is not in the public interest to start a media or
political witch hunt.
The series of stories published by this newspaper were
evidently in the public interest. Mr Varadkar has even
acknowledged as much. So

PHOTO: TOM
BURKE

why is his investigator asking
reporters to break the most
basic of journalistic principles? A Government TD taking a personal injuries case
against a business because
she fell off a swing while on
a night out deserved scrutiny.
There were big gaps in Ms Bailey’s version of events. That’s
what the Fine Gael inquiry
needs to focus on. Why was it
claimed in court papers that
she couldn’t run? Does she
really believe adults should be
supervised on a swing?
Why was the case taken in
the Circuit Court rather than a
lower court if she only wanted
medical expenses of between
€6,000 and €7,000?
The voters of Dún Laoghaire
and the public at large deserve
the answers to those questions. And when that is established, the Taoiseach must
draw his own conclusions as
to how to respond as Fine Gael
leader.

Fine Gael probe hunts for
leak at centre of Bailey
compensation case row
Continued from Page 1
His report was expected
to be finalised last week but
sources say it could be another
fortnight before it is delivered
to the Taoiseach. It has now
emerged that as part of his
work Mr Kennedy is trying to
find out whether somebody
within Fine Gael was involved
in leaking the story.
In
correspondence,
he
requested to know how this
newspaper became aware of
the case and obtained court
documents.
“I wonder can you tell me
how you heard about the
case, and obtained a copy of
the pleadings?” Mr Kennedy
wrote.
The Irish Independent first
reported on May 20 that a
case recorded as “Maria Bailey
Ryan v Holtend Limited trading as The Dean Hotel” was
listed for mention in the Circuit Court County Registrar
that day.
Compensation awards in
this court can be as high as
€60,000.
It was established that the
first-time TD’s claim was
based on an incident which
occurred while on a night out
with friends in July 2015. Ms
Bailey fell backwards out of an
indoor swing. She was holding
a bottle of beer and reaching
for a friend’s drink at the time.
In the circuit court proceed-

Concerned:
Leo Varadkar
said the
controversy
hurt Fine
Gael at the
polls. PHOTO:
GARETH CHANEY
COLLINS

ings, she has accused the
hotel of negligence, saying
the swing was “unsupervised”
and there were no signs telling
patrons how to safely use it.
This newspaper will not be
co-operating with Fine Gael’s
attempt to expose potential
sources linked to the story.
During her now infamous
radio interview with RTÉ’s
Sean O’Rourke a week after
the story first broke, Ms Bailey
suggested that she was the target of political dirty tricks.
“This was methodical. This
was well orchestrated, this was
pre-planned to cause maximum damage. And I am the
collateral damage in the end
term of that,” she said.
However, Ms Bailey refused

to disclose who she believed
was behind the supposed leak
or why.
“I’m not going to cast aspersions on air because that’s not
the way I play, I will deal with
that in my own way,” she said.
When asked for a comment
on why Fine Gael is now
searching for a possible leaker,
a party spokesperson referred
to a statement issued on May
29.
It noted that Ms Bailey had
agreed to participate fully with
the internal review and that
her party “will not be making
any further comment at this
time”.
The investigation is also
understood to be looking at
what role, if any, Culture Min-

ister Josepha Madigan played
in the lawsuit.
Ms Bailey was represented by
her brother’s law firm, where
the minister worked at the
time of the incident.
During her radio interview,
Ms Bailey claimed that she
“put every faith in that legal
system. And I was told I had a
clear cut case”.
Ms Madigan has refused to
say whether she provided any
advice to her colleague prior
to leaving the law firm in June
2017.
Last weekend, Mr Varadkar
said the controversy surrounding the swing case was “not a
plus” for the party during the
recent election campaigns.
“We are going to make it a
requirement now for all candidates to make us aware of
previous convictions or court
cases they may be getting
involved in,” he said.
“We can’t just treat these
things as private matters anymore because they do have
an impact on the rest of the
party.”
Ms Bailey has since returned
to normal duties in Leinster
House, including her role as
chairperson of the Oireachtas Housing Committee. It
is understood Mr Kennedy’s
report will be supplied to her
for comment before being
forwarded to the Taoiseach.
Fine Gael has not committed
to making the findings public.
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Fury at ‘disgusting’ online abuse of ill Brian Cowen
Philip Ryan
FIANNA Fail TDs have criticised “vile” online comments
about former Taoiseach Brian
Cowen who is being treated in
hospital for a serious illness.
Mr Cowen fell ill last
Thursday and remained in

hospital last night.
Comments by some individuals on social media platforms were yesterday branded
“disgusting” and “nasty” by
senior Fianna Fail TDs.
The party’s housing spokesperson Darragh O’Brien, who
is a long-time friend of Mr

ROSANNA’S BIG DAY

Cowen’s, said he was shocked
by the depravity of some
online comments.
“Some of the comments
have been absolutely disgusting and totally insensitive to
Brian and his family,” he said.
“Regardless of your views
or your political persuasion,

you would think people would
be more sensitive to someone
who is going through a terrible situation.”
The front-bench TD added: “This is not the first
time something like this has
happened, and it shows how
dangerous and vile social

media has become.”
Fianna Fail equality
spokesperson Fiona O’Loughlin said she could not believe
how “nasty and vile” people could be online about
someone who was seriously ill.
“He might have been
Taoiseach
but
he
is

now a private citizen.
“Brian and his family
are entitled to absolute privacy at this time and I think
some of the comments show
the vile underbelly of social
media.”
She said she hoped that
Mr Cowen recovered fully

from his illness.
Mr Cowen has received
huge amounts of public support from people wishing
him a speedy recovery after
he was checked into a Dublin
hospital.

› Full story, page 5

Garda corruption:
families’ fears on
unsolved murders

FG report
on Bailey
says claim
overstated
injuries
Philip Ryan
AN internal Fine Gael investigation has found Maria Bailey’s personal injury
claim overstated the impact
of injuries she suffered as
a result of falling from a
swing in a Dublin city centre hotel, the Sunday Independent can reveal.
Ms Bailey signed an affidavit of verification which
accompanied separate legal papers setting out the
alleged injuries she incurred from her fall in the
Dean Hotel.

› See page 5
Maeve Sheehan

JOY: Rosanna Davison is looking forward to graduating this
week with a MSc in Personalised Nutrition from Middlesex
University. “I’ll be heading to London with the whole family
to celebrate.” See LIVING, PAGE 2. Photo: Kip Carroll

THE Garda division at the
centre of an inquiry into alleged corruption in the force
is coming under pressure from
families who want the investigations into the unsolved
murders and disappearances
of loved ones to be reviewed.
A superintendent, an inspector and a detective garda
were arrested in May, and
a fourth suspect, a civilian
sports figure suspected of
acting as go-between, was arrested last Thursday. All have
been released without charge.
The fall-out of the corruption inquiry has generated
unease among several families
who now question whether
more could have been done
to pursue the deaths and disappearances of their loved
ones.
The father of one murder
victim killed more than a
decade ago said he believed
the corruption probe has damaged trust in the force, with
several families in the region
now questioning whether the
unsolved crimes were ade-

quately investigated.
The father has claimed that
fresh information about his
son’s murder has been shaken
out since news of the corruption inquiry first emerged in
January and he now wanted
the investigation into his son’s
killing to be taken over by
the Garda cold case unit that
reviews historic crimes.
He told the Sunday Independent: “I have no trust in
them any more. I want it [the
case] to be taken out of the
station. I want the cold case
unit to go through everything
in that case again.”
The mother of a teenage
victim who vanished and
was later found murdered is
questioning the inquiry into
her son’s killing, also more
than a decade ago. The crime
remains unsolved, but the
teenager’s mother claims she
has not received an update
on her son’s case in “five or
six years.” She said she will be
seeking a meeting with Garda
management in the coming
weeks.

Continued on page 4

BRENDAN O’CONNOR

A brief rumble of distant thunder

T

HINGS were
pootling along
nicely. The sun had
come out in fits and
starts but enough to put on
your shades and act like it
was summer. The kids were
off school, the traffic had
eased and the sea wasn’t
full of excrement for the
time being. In what seemed
like an anomaly, the Dail
was still sitting, but it had
degenerated into cranky presummer bickering, which
would eventually culminate
in the rather astonishing
moment when the Taoiseach
suggested the leader of
the opposition was like a
sinning priest. It’s fair to

say no one saw that coming,
even Leo, who seemed to
only realise what he was
saying when it came out of
his mouth.
So nothing of
consequence was happening.
Even Brexit seemed parked
for the time being, while
the Tory party tore itself
apart again. And then, in
what you imagine would
have been an unremarkable,
procedural sitting of the
Public Accounts Committee,
a guy most people had
never heard of, called Conor
O’Kelly, dropped a kind
of a blindingly obvious
bombshell, but one that sent
a chill through the country.
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O’Kelly, head of the NTMA,
seemed to speak quite
plainly for a governmenty
kind of guy, when he said,
“People talk about whether
the bond markets are
predicting a recession.
I’ll give a prediction. The
chances of a recession in
Ireland are 100pc.”
Now, just like we know
we’re going to die someday,
we know there’s going to be
a recession someday, too.
But there was something
about the way O’Kelly said
it, like some fast-talking
guy from an old movie:
“Hey sport, you wanna
prediction? I’ll give you a
prediction.” Not only are we
not used to such straight
talk from a guy in a suit, the
fact he is head of the NTMA,
which is one of the few state
agencies that doesn’t make
a balls of things all the time,
made it all the more serious.
And despite the relatively
warm weather, a nation, still
traumatised from the last

recession, shivered a little.
And we thought about it a
bit, and said, if what we’re
experiencing right now is a
massive boom, how bad is a
recession going to be?
O’Kelly went on to
remind us that despite
interest rates being low right
now, we have paid €60bn in
interest on our national debt
in the last 10 years, and we
borrowed most of the money
to pay that interest. He then
reminded us of a fact we
often manage to forget. That
we are up to our wazoo in
debt, and it was nearly all
from foreigners, and it puts
us at massive risk.
And we digested all this,
and briefly considered not
having that second pint.
And then Leo went to Center
Parcs and said he likes
Maura from Love Island,
and we all said: “He said
Maura from Love Island”,
and we promptly forgot all
that scary talk at the PAC,
and summer rolled on.
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FG swing fall probe finds Bailey’s
claim overstated impact of injuries
Philip Ryan
AN internal Fine Gael investigation has found Maria Bailey’s personal injury
claim overstated the impact
of injuries she suffered as a
result of falling from a swing
in a Dublin city centre hotel,
the Sunday Independent can
reveal.
Ms Bailey signed an affidavit of verification which
accompanied separate legal
papers setting out the alleged
injuries she incurred from her
fall in the Dean Hotel.
The Fine Gael TD is understood to have read what is
called a pleading document,
in which it was claimed she
was unable to run for three
months after the fall, before
signing the verifying affidavit.
The Irish Independent previously revealed Ms Bailey ran
a 10km race three weeks after
she fell from the swing.
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar
was last week given the report
which was compiled by barrister David Kennedy.
The Taoiseach met Ms Bailey last Thursday to discuss
the report, and is due to meet
her again before he makes a
final decision on the contro-

MARIA BAILEY: The Fine Gael TD has admitted details in court
papers were wrong. Photo: Gerry Mooney
versy. Speaking last Friday, Mr
Varadkar said he had considered publishing the Fine Gael
report, but had been advised
he could not.
“I met with David Kennedy. He pointed out that he
sought the co-operation of
those who were interviewed
for the report on the basis that
it wouldn’t be published,” he
said. “And he gave them that
commitment in writing so

I don’t feel I could possibly
override that.”
The court papers lodged
by Ms Bailey’s legal team,
Madigans Solicitors, said she
was a “keen runner prior to
the accident but could not run
at all for three months postaccident and has had to reduce her activities significantly since”.
These legal papers are not
signed. However, they were

entered into the Circuit Court
with an affidavit of verification which was signed by Ms
Bailey.
Social media posts show
that on August 3, 2015, Ms
Bailey ran The Bay 10K in Dun
Laoghaire.
She recorded a time of 53
minutes and 56 seconds. This
was three weeks after she
fell from the swing on July
10, 2015.
During an interview with
Sean O’Rourke on RTE Radio
1, the TD admitted that details
of her inability to run in her
personal injury claim were
incorrect.
“It is in the claim and that
is wrong,” she said. She added
that it was “dangerous” to
“cross legal documents at a
an early stage”.
“The plaintiff has every
right to amend those particulars prior to it going before a
judge. And a judge can adjudicate in due course on that. I
was the one who put it on my
social media, I had nothing
to hide here,” Ms Bailey said.
The date of her fall from
the swing was also incorrect in
her legal pleadings, which Ms
Bailey said she had instructed
her legal team to correct.

However, at this point, the
first-time TD had dropped her
case against the Dean Hotel.
The hotel is understood to still
be seeking legal costs from
Ms Bailey.
Ms Bailey was represented
by Madigans Solicitors, which
is the former legal practice
of Culture Minister Josepha
Madigan. Ms Madigan’s father
Paddy set up the firm, and her
brother Patrick continues to
run the legal business.
Madigans Solicitors and
Ms Madigan are understood
to have co-operated fully with
the internal Fine Gael investigation.
Solicitors representing the
Dean Hotel also co-operated
with the review of the case.
During the interview on
RTE, Ms Bailey said she had
a bottle of beer in her hand
and was reaching for a friend’s
bottle of wine when she fell
from the swing.
“I had my beer in my hand,
and then I was reaching for
my friend’s. I had a bottle of
wine, she was taking her camera out of her jacket. I then
found myself on the floor,”
she said.
Ms Bailey did not respond
to requests for comment.

Trans rally calls for
better healthcare
Alan O’Keeffe

TRANS-FORM: Top, the Trans Pride
parade in Dublin and, above, Sonia
Kolasinska. Photos: Damien Eagers

SEVERAL hundred
people marched in the
second annual Trans
Pride rally from Parnell
Square to Merrion
Square in Dublin yesterday.
Organiser Thomas
White said healthcare
for transgender people
was completely inadequate and needed to
be improved urgently.
People who identify as
non-binary, in other
words not seeing their
identity as either male
or female, needed to
have their gender recog-

nition officially recognised, he added.
He said it was also
important that more
Government action
be taken to separate
church and State.
Ollie Bell (22), from
Dublin, said people
seeking hormone therapy or surgery should
not be made to feel they
have a mental illness.
People who identify as
non-binary should have
their own assessment of
themselves accepted by
medics instead of having
to face a barrage of
questions about their sex
lives, Ollie said.

‘Don’t free him — he took Rachel’s life
and then tried to take her good name’
Victim’s mother calls for
stricter jail-release rules
for killers who commit
premeditated murders,
writes Alan O’Keeffe

R

OSE Callaly cannot believe her
own words when
she tells herself
she forgives Joe
O’Reilly. She feels it might be
good for her if she could somehow forgive him for murdering
her daughter Rachel.
She knows her murder was
planned and yet he claimed a
burglar must have killed her.
“When I’m saying my
prayers, I say the words ‘I
forgive him’ because I know
it is wrong to not have any
forgiveness. But I don’t mean
it — and that’s hypocritical,”
said 77-year-old Rose.
Speaking at her home
in Whitehall, Dublin, last
Wednesday she has just returned from a protest outside
the Dail, organised by a group
named Sentencing and Victim
Equality (SAVE).
She and her 79-year-old
husband Jim joined 40 people in a protest against early
release of prisoners and other
issues.
Joe O’Reilly beat his wife
Rachel to death with a blunt
object in a pre-meditated
attack at their home in Baldarragh, The Naul, Co Dublin,
in 2004. He claimed he was
working in the city centre
when she was killed. But garda
forensic teams tracked his mobile phone movements which
proved he secretly returned
home to kill the mother of
his two children before he
returned to work.
He was sentenced to life in
prison in July 2007, 12 years
ago this month.
“He has never said sorry
nor asked for forgiveness.
Maybe some day I will find it
in myself to forgive him as it’s
supposed to be good for you.
It’s a work in progress but I
feel it hasn’t even started,”
she said.
She backs the SAVE group’s
efforts to make it tougher for
killers to get their freedom
from prison.
She also backs the campaign of the relatives of
Clodagh Hawe, who was murdered with her three sons by
her husband Alan in 2016.
Their campaign led to the
setting up of an independent
study of domestic homicides
in Ireland.
“My message to Justice
Minister Charlie Flanagan
is one thing: if a person is
convicted of premeditated
murder, there should be a
designated sentence of at least
40 years,” said Rose.
“In a way, murder is becoming more acceptable. It
seems every day you listen to
the news there is a murder

and it is terrible.
“When it happens in a
family, to a young woman,
by somebody she knows, and
when it is premeditated, then
it’s really horrific.
“Rachel’s murder was well
thought out. And he still denies it,” she said.
Her killing had a devastating impact on her sister
Ann, who became absolutely
terrified of O’Reilly.
Rose and Jim believe Ann’s
terror of O’Reilly triggered her
bone cancer, which eventually
claimed her life. They blame
him for the loss of both of their
daughters.
“If I can do anything, as
long as I have breath in my
body, my main focus in life
is that justice will be done
by keeping him in prison,”
she said.
Two years ago, the Callalys
received an official letter stating that O’Reilly was applying
for parole and they could
make submissions about his
application.
Rose and Jim and their
three sons all wrote letters
objecting to his early release.
He was refused. Rose thinks
it “ludicrous” he can re-apply
every two years. They have
already written a second batch
of objection letters.
“If he said sorry now and
he asked for forgiveness, I
would feel it was just his last
shot at trying to get out of
prison.
“I believe he is evil and I
don’t want anyone to forget
what he has done.
“I’m angry at him and it
hurts so much that he tried to
blacken her name by accusing
her of not being a good mother,” she said.
“He took Rachel’s life and
then he tried to take her character, her good name,” she
said.
His trial heard evidence
that O’Reilly was particularly
cruel to Rose by ensuring that
she was the one who found her
daughter’s bloodied corpse.
Hours after killing Rachel, O’Reilly telephoned the
Callaly family home saying
he could not contact Rachel
and asked if the family knew
where she was.
Rose assured him that she
would travel to their house to
check on her.
“He knew what I would
find when I walked in. I remember finding her and
kneeling down beside her.
The minute I saw her I knew
she had been murdered.
“She was dead. Stone cold.
He had murdered her around
9am when she got back from
school. I arrived in the af-

Victims’ families
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SUFFERING: Rachel Callaly’s parents Jim and Rose at home last week. ‘I believe he is evil; I don’t want anyone to forget what he has done.’ Photo: Steve Humphreys

CRIME: Rachel Callaly with her sister Ann at a family wedding in 2003. Right, in July 2007 Joe
O’Reilly was convicted of murdering his wife Rachel at their home in October 2004
ternoon. I don’t remember
screaming. But her friend who
was coming up the road heard
me screaming,” she said.
Rose recalled a feeling of
utter desolation in the house.
She could not find her
own phone and tried using
Rachel’s to dial 999.
“I don’t know who I got
through to on the telephone

but they must have thought
I was a madwoman. I said
‘Please can you get help? I
think my daughter has been
murdered,’” said Rose.
She said her daughter
must have been attacked from
behind. It appeared he was
hiding behind a door and
bludgeoned her from behind.
“I know Rachel would

‘The minute I
saw her I knew
she had been
murdered’

have fought back if she had
a chance.
“She was a big girl and very
strong and had been brilliant
at athletics. The way she was
lying, she was attacked from
behind. He was a coward,”
she said.
She recalled how Rachel
had been delighted and
excited when she, her husband and their two little boys
had moved into the house
only a year or so before the
murder.
It was her dream home,
with a large garden and a view
of Lambay Island from upstairs. She did a lot of painting
and tiling in the house.
She recalled how Rachel
was excited to buy her eldest
child his new school uniform
to start primary school.
A month later she was
dead.
“She planted lots of fruit
trees but never saw them bear
fruit. Years later, I saw those
trees and I saw the apples,”
she said.
She said that, despite
everything, she is not angry
at life.
“I never got angry at God.
I have great faith and so has
Jim. I feel God was very good

to us. I know it is not God’s
fault… I’m not angry at life,”
she said.
She and Jim feel that Rachel and Ann are now in “a
good place”.
“We feel them around us
all the time. I might be in a
shop, thinking about buying
some item, and I would hear
one of their voices telling me,
‘Mam, are you mad?’
“Feeling them around me is
very comforting. If I thought
I wasn’t going to see them
again it would be a completely
different picture. That’s my
faith. I feel they are in a very
good place.
“What angers me is that
he wasn’t happy with taking
Rachel’s life but he wanted to
take her character by saying
she wasn’t a good mother,”
she said.
She said she and her family
would continue their efforts to
keep him in prison.
Rose said: “I don’t mind
what he does in prison but life
should mean life.
“I don’t mind even if they
would have him sitting on
a throne feeding him turkey
and ham all day, as long as
they don’t give him his freedom.”

FAMILIES of murder
victims across Ireland
have united to demand the
introduction of tougher
sentencing laws, insisting:
“Life should mean life”.
Campaign group Save
(Sentencing and Victim
Equality) believes Ireland’s
criminal justice system
needs to be “urgently
reformed” to ensure
perpetrators of the most
heinous crimes stay behind
bars for longer.
They have called for
reform of the laws on
parole, along with an end to
the practice of concurrent
sentences and lifers’
entitlement to day-release.
The group, which
comprises hundreds of
families, has urged the
Department of Justice to
look to the UK and Australia
for examples of “tough, but
fair” justice systems.
In the UK those
convicted of exceptionally
serious crimes receive
‘whole life sentences’, which
makes it almost certain
they will die behind bars.
At present there are about
60 prisoners serving such
sentences. Those convicted
of similar crimes in Australia
also serve long sentences,
with little hope of parole.
Save chairman John
Whelan said: “The families
of murder victims in this
country are being made
to suffer. The scales are
balanced in favour of the
perpetrator. We know of a
lot of cases where killers
have been granted dayrelease, and there’s been no
notification to the victims’
families.
“The current so-called
life sentences are on
average just 18 years, but
parole can be first applied
for when the prisoner has
served just seven years. This
is wrong, and puts victims’
families like us under huge
stress.”
Mr Whelan’s sister
Sharon Whelan (30) and her
daughters Zarah (seven) and
Nadia (two) were murdered
in their home in Co Kilkenny
on Christmas Day, 2008.
Postman Brian Hennessy
was convicted of all three
murders in 2009.
The Department of
Justice hopes a new Parole
Bill — which it promises
“will make a number of
significant changes to the
parole system” — will go
some way to addressing the
concerns of the group.
A spokesperson said: “It
is the minister’s intention to
have the Bill passed by the
end of this Oireachtas term.”

Nick Bramhill

